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RSEC found to have structural flaws
BY

C.O. BRADLEY

STAFF WRITER

Structural damage to the Regional
Special Events Center has caused a
slow down of construction and a project review, according to Kentucky's
Finance and Administration Cabinet.
The temporary slow down began
after cabinet officials learned of problems with the center's design and construction earlier this month. The cabinet then began a project review, call-

• Student response varies
over hall assignments at
conclusion of lottery

C.O. BRADLEY
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The cracks could just
be a m anifestation
of the problem .

Response to room assignments for next year ranges
from the heights of happiness to the 'pits of despair.
Some students, like
Martin McGee1 freshman
from Louisville, are happy
as can be. McGee got placed
in Regents Hall.
"I got my first choice in
Regents Hall," he said. "''m
very happy wiili where I'm
going to be next year."
J•ca Forst., senior from
Louisville, was also happy
~th 'her assignment.
'1 got into Hester, and it
was my fitst choice," she
said.
Natalie Lacey, a fresh·
man from St. Charles,
Mo.,was assigped to Clark
Hall.
"~ got my first choice, and
that's good/' Lacey said.
"I'm so much closer to
classes and only up a flight
of steps."
Other students, such as
Rob Pitchford, freshman
from Bowling Green, were
not so pleased with developments.
"I hate it," Pitchford said.
"1 got my third choice. Why
didn't I get in Richnlond
HaU if it was the least
requested? That's dumb."
Paula Hulick, housing
director. said that Hart
Hall was the most requested, and listed Springer and
Richmond halls among the
least requested.
Some students had other
complaints about the
assignments.
"The roommate situation
was undesirable," said Rob
Leek, freshman from Mt.
Carmel, TIL Leek was
assigned to the first flOor of
Richmond Hall "I requested my current roommate,
but we got split up. It
seems like no one got their
roommate preference."
One student, a freshman
from Louisville who was
unhappy with his room
assignment, summed up
his feelings succinctly in
the third person.
~<Brandon Pack doesn't
need to be in Elizabeth
Hall," he said.

MSU tops list in
sex climes at
state schools
BY AMY PONDER
MANAGING EDITOR

Recent crime statistics published in The Chronicle of
Higher Education may cause
Murray State students to consider the consequences of roaming campus alone at night or
leaving their room and vehicle
doors unlocked.
MSU, the smallest of all
Kentucky colleges and universities in the statistical report,

,,

Chris Ke llogg
Paducah, structural engineers and
architects of the center, and Ray Bell
Construction Co., Inc., of Brentwood,

Ranked first

Mixed
feelings
BY

ing in an independent architect,
Senler, Campbell and Associates of
Louisville, to look into the problems.
"We don't know what the problem
is," said Chris Kellogg, cabinet
spokesperson. "The cracks could just
be a manifestation of the problem. We
don't know if its relatively minor or
serious or what. We're not sure what
is causing these problems."
Kellogg said the state has brought in
an extra inspector in addition to Peck,
Flannery, Gream, Warren, Inc. of

manner, and we're working to determine what delays might be involved at
this time."
The project was approved during the
1990 session of the General Assembly
and funded with proceeds from a community Economic Development Bond.
Peck, Flannery, Gream, Warren, Inc.
was named to the project in 1991. Ray
Bell Construction Co., Inc. was selected in 1995. Construction of the center
began in July and completion is scheduled for late 1997.

Kentucky College Campus Crime

ranked first in sex crimes and
third in burglaries among in
figures compiled from the 199394 school year by the CHE.
The ratings may surprise
those who have been praising
Murray State for its safety
since 1994, when "Crime in
College: The Student Guide to
Personal Safety," listed Murray
as the safest college community
in Kentucky, and the 11th
safest in the United States.
Joe Green, director of Public
Safety, said the ranking was
based on 1992 figures on campus crime.
In the report issued by the
See

Tenn., the project's general contractor.
to look at the problem.
"You could say we've got a full court
press on it," Kellogg said.
In a press release from the cabinet,
John P. McCarty, secretary of the cabinet, said that everyone involved in
the project agrees that continuing the
center's construction is in everyone's
best interest.
"Everyone is working to make sure
the center is completed as soon as possible and in the most cost effective

CRIME/13

The Chronicle on Higher Education recently published the 1994-1995 statistics regarding crime on
Kentucky's college campuses. Although Murray State has the fewest students when compared with other
schools in the survey, MSU led all other campuses in sex offences and ranked third in burglaries
Students Sex Offenses Robbery

Assault

Burglary

Auto Theft

Eastern Kentucky
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t
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Jefferson CC

11,166

0

0

1

0
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0

0
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1
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7

1

9

Northern Kentucky

12,006

2

0

11

University of Kentucky

23,670

2

5

33

90

17

Univ. of Louisville

21,172

0

10

17

36

1

Western Kentucky

15,271

0

0

6

1

Source: The Chronicle of Higher Education
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

Vandalism becoming problem on campus
BY KELLY I. HicKs
VIEWI'OIN"l EDITOR

Every college campus is faced
with security and vandalism
problems and there have been
11 reported counts of property
damage to vehicles from April 5
t.o today.

"What we have is a situation unless people report it when
wh<.:re people are whlking they see it l1appen."'
through parking lots with a
According to Green, Murray
sharp object and marking cars," Police stopped a man last week
said Joe Green, associate direc- for a routine traffic offense and
tor of Public Safety.
found him to be in possession of
"These are hit and miss situ- a license plate that was reportations," Green said. "It is difli- ed stolen from Stewart
cult to come up with suspects Stadium.

Green asks that people communicate with Public Safety if
they do witness an act of vandalism.
Faith Taylor, a senior from
Benton, reported that her car
had been vandalized on April
18.
"It bad to have happened on

Wednesday," Taylor s aid,
"because I parked it at White'
Hall on Tuesday night, and
when I went to it again on
Thursday I saw the damage."
Taylor said the car had been
keyed down both the driver and
passenger sides, all the way
down to the metal.

Stadium
receiving
new turf

HANDS ON EXPERIENCE

BY CHRIS CAMPBELL
STAFFWtum

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Becky Glasscock, irregular student fro m Murray, skillfully forms an assignment for her ad vanced pottery class in the Applie d
Science Building last week.

Despite claims that Astroturf
causes more injuries during
play than gz:ass, the University
has opted to put new turf in
Stewart Stadium.
"A grass surface is so hard to
maintain," said Ed West, director of facilities management.
The turf is approximated to
cost $525,000, but bids have
not been taken for the project.
With this expected price range,
t he University General Fund
has placed $625,000 in a special account. The projected
time frame is for the turf to be
put in between the end of June
and August 10.
"It's not a surprise because
the president has been trying
to get new turf since he got
here," said Alan Lollar, athletic department head trainer. "It
was just a matter of having a
way to pay for it."
President Kern Alexander
said artificial turf was the best
option due to the multipurpose
usage of the stadium. With

See TURF/13
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Making plans

Putting it off

Preparations have begun for the
commencement in
the Quadrangle, May
II.

3

Procrastination - with finals
approaching, waiting
until the last minute
may not always work.
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City-wide yard sale

Friday, April 26
•Colloquium - Ninth Annual MSU Rhetoric and Composition presented by MSU office of provost, college of humanistic studies and
college of education. Topic is kWriting Portfolios: Where Are They
Now?" 9:30 a.m. to 4:15 p.m., Curris Center, Barkley Room.
•B.I.S. senior project • Graduating bachelor of independent studies students present reports on their senior thesis, noon to 4 p.m.,
Curris Center, Ohio Room.
•Play - "Scooter Thomas Makes It to the Top of the Worldt 7 p.m.,
room 31 OB, Wilson Hall. Admission is $1 at the door, free for MSU
students with a valid I.D.
•Concert - Woodwind Chamber Music. 6:30 p.m., Farrell Recital
Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Concert • MSU Percussion Ensemble, 8 p.m., Robert E. Johnson
Theater in the Doyle Fine Arts Center. Public invited.

Psychic fair comes to Paducah
A Metaphysical Symposium and Psychic Fair will be held May
4 from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m., and May 5 from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m., at
the Executive Inn in Paducah.
The Symposium and Fair is sponsored by The Light Centre, a
Metaphysical Church and Learning Center.
One of the psychics will give mini readings every half hour.
Lectures will include basic meditation, numerology, psychometry, crystals, gemstones and hypnosis. All lectures are free with
a paid fair admission of $5.
For more information call The Light Centre at (812)-422-9756.

Saturday, April 27
•Wood wane and medicinal workshop - A Native American
herbalist leads tours scheduled at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m., today and
Sunday, at the Wickliffe Mounds Research Center. For more information call (502)-335-378 1.
•Festival • 20th Century Keyboard Festival, 1 p.m., Farrell Recital
Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Explosion • Spring explosion 1996. all students, faculty and staff
welcome for a picnic and fun and games a11 p.m., intramural complex behind Winslow Cafetena. Sponsored by the Black Student
Council.

Summer term loan available
The Owen Loan Fund is now available to assist qualified adult
students attending MSU for the summer terms.
Applicants for the loan must be 23 years of age or older on the
date of application submission. Eligibility requires enrollment,
or acceptance for enrollment, at Murray State for the summer
term.
The maximum time for repayment is 10 months, or date of
graduation. A cumulative grade point average of 2.0, based on a
4.0 system is required.
Applications are available in the Student Financial Aid office
in the basement of Sparks Hall.

Software/Hardtalk on WKMS
John C. Dvorak, computer journalist and author, gives radio
listeners the insider's view of the world of personal computing
on Software I Hardtalk Saturdays at 2:30 p.m. on WKMS 91.3
FM.

Sunday, April 28
•Concert ·Choral Collage, 3:30p.m., Robert E. Johnson Theater
In the Doyle Fine Arts Center. For more information call 762-4288.
-concert - Voices of Praise Gospel Choir spring concert, 6 p.m.,
Westside Baptist Church on 300 Johnny Robertson Road, Murray.

Andy lee/Staff

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of
American Humanics, is searching for volunteers among MSU
students, faculty and staff:
• Murray Middle School needs help with their Spring Fling on
May 26.
• West View Nursing Home needs volunteers to assist the residents on a fishing trip to Fern Terrace on Monday.
• The Family Resource Center needs help collecting money for
NeedLine's Project Emergency NeedLine Utility Fund.
•The MSU Tutoring Center needs tutors in all subjects.
• The Humane Society needs help with their spring yard sale
on Wednesday.
• NeedLine needs volunteers to help with their spring golf
tournament.
Anyone interested in volunteering, call Shannon Hall at 7626117.

.

The half-hour program touches on aspects of personal computing that affect the average computer user.

Karen H lkulcik, senior from Hurray, practices weaving in a classroom in Lovett Auditorium.

Sing and rejoice
The Glendale Road Church of Christ will host its annual
evening of praise, Sing and Rejoice, Friday at 7 p.m.
Refreshments will be served and an attended nursery will be
provided. There is no admission charge. For local transportation,
call 753-3714.

Managerial skills and technique seminars will be held to
assist managers with their business skills. Sessions will cover
team building and problem solving, dealing with change and
stress, and sales and cQmmunication skill~;J.
Th.e seminar1 "Working.in TAAmS: Techniques for Problem
Solving," will be held on Wednesday, in th~ Curris Center,
Tennessee Room. The six-hour course will be from 9 a.m. to
noon and 1 to 4 p.m. The fee for the course is $110.
Another seminar, "Dealing With Change: Managing Stress,"
will be held on May 8, in the Currie Center, Tennessee Room.
The course will be held from 8 a.m. to noon. The fee for the
course is $75. For more information, call 762-2160.
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Thursday, May 2
•Meet ing - AA(KYCYPAA) meeting at 6:30p.m., Curris Cente·r,
Ohio Room. Future host of the Kentucky Conference for Young
People in Alcoholics Anonymous.
•Recital - Jeffrey Graves, euphonium, in a guest artist recital, 8
p.m., in the Farrell Recital Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Meeting ·Women's prayer meeting, 9 p.m .. Curris Center, Ohio
Room.

Good
Luck
'Breds
on your games this weekend at Reagan Field

11 yii... Ofd

Soft contacts, exam, follow-up care,
cleaning kit, and sunglasses

DURING & AFTER
FINALS WEEK
May 4 - 17

.Day &: Evening

presente d through t he

MSU WELLNESS CENTER
by Dave Estes
'

The Murray State News is dtstrlbuted
free to students. faculty and staff during
the tall and spring semesters Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus;
Curris Center, Winslow cafeteria, Wells
Hall, Sparks Hall, Wilson Hall, Business
Building, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science.
Fine Arts, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant,
Mason Hall. Waterfield library. Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

•Meeting - College Republican meeting, 4:30p.m. Curris Center,
Tennessee Room.
•Exhibit - Chuck Ehrsam presents a master of arts thesis exhibition, Eagle Art Gallery in the Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Eyecare Savings!

READER INFORMATION
l

•Meeting - Environmental Action Coalition, 6 p.m., room 251,
Blackburn Science Building.
•Breakfast - Annual senior breakfast, 8 a.m., Curris Center.

• Mu• t be • t le••t

• Over 2t bftght colore
• Many dealgnt t o chooM

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3301
World Wide Web http://www.thenews.org

Litow TO CALL us

Tuesday, April 30

• Cover-up epecalllat
• No dN!II or • lcohol

• Stertle methoda

M=~ NEWS

•

• qody piercing

• Only llceneed tattoo
artlet In CalloWay County

Monday, April 29
.Children's production - MSU Theater presents, "The Arkansaw
Bear," 9:30a.m. and 12:30 p.m., today through Wednesday, Lovett
Auditorium. Admission $1. For more information call 762-6797.
•Recital - Faith Holley, trumpet, and Marcia Maki, horn, present a
student recital, 8 p.m., in the Farrell Recital Hall of the Doyle Fine
Arts Center. Public invited, no charge.

Wednesday, May 1

Managerial seminars

. MAGIC NEEDLE TATOO'S
....r===~· coming

April 26, 1996

WEEK IN PREVIEW

The spring city-wide yard sale will be held from 7 a.m. to 3
p.m. on May 4. Maps will be available, on May 3 from 8:30 a.m.
to 4:30 p.m. and on May 4 and from 6 a.m. to noon, with the
locations of the yard sales on them. Descriptions of items to be
sold are available for $1 in the Murray Tourism Commission
office at the Commerce Centre, 805 N. 12th St., Murray. For
more information call 759-2199.

Volunteers are needed

The ·Murray State News

l
j

Call for an appointment: 762 - 3029

We had a
great time at
P~ul Bunyan
Days·

(i

$ 99

Daily
Wear*

$11 9

Exten,ded
Wear

• clear, spherical, Ocular Science brand
No other discounts apply

EyeCare ~~®©~®~~~®®
Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St.
Murray 759 - 2500

<'tmu· nut tn tht•

Exam Cram
before finals
Saturday, May 4 from 8 p.m. to 6 a.m.
& Sunday, May 5 from 8 p.m. to 6 a.m.
1st floor Curris Center
& Long John Silvers.
Free popcorn, soft drinks, chips & snacks.
Door prizes will be awarded to those in attendance during
Finals Week.

Sponsored by

:~rr:n

~
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Greek housing proposal presented

WORDS OF WISDOM

•••

Lack of community support for Greeks may serve as incentive
for plan approval, MSU looks to increase housing opportunities
BY REBECCA DOUTT
STAFF WRITER

...

In the aftermath of a failed
attempt by Alpha Sigma Phi to
purchase
a
house,
the
University continues to explore
options for on-campus Greek
housing.
Don Robertsort, associate vice
president of student affairs,
acknowledged that the recent
refusal of a zoning proposal to
allow Alpha Sigma Phi to buy a
house has affected considerations of on-campus options.
"We could let them continue
to buy their own houses,"
Robertson said. "We're not sure
how optimistic that will be
because of the recent decisions
and the difficulty of getting a
permit.
"We were already looking at
the possibility of doing something on campus, but that
made it even more of an incentive to pursue the option of
making the land available," he
said.
Robertson said the MSU
Foundation Board of Trustees
meeting last Friday allowed the
University to present information about potential on-campus
Greek housing options.
"We showed the board what
had been done at Eastern
Illinois University as an example and brought up the possibility of building on campus,
acquiring land to build on, or
letting fraternities and sorori-

and sorority row situation, like
many campuses do, and that
' ' If we want the (Greek) system to
would help the system grow
and
develop," Robertson
grow, which we do, we've got to make
added. Robertson said the
sure we're supportive.
housing will not become a reality
immediately. He noted,
If it's not going to be available in the
however, that several groups
would benefit from actions to
surrounding community,
forward the proposals.
we'll just have to build on campus or
"It's the kind of thing we
need to come to some closure
go off campus into areas
on. The sororities all rent their
houses, and they would pretty
that are not residential. ' '
much like to get out of a rental
Don Robertson
situation.
Their need is a little greater
than the fraternities. But
ties use some of the land we United States to do this," there are currently some fracurrently own," Robertson said. Waggoner said. "It (Greek
ternities that would like housWe presented the idea to show housing) was on state property
ing," Robertson said.
built with state money, leased
what could be done."
"It's also difficult for the
"There's no reason to believe to the fraternities."
smaller
groups to obtain housthey were not supportive,"
Waggoner said the Arizona
ing,
like
Kappa Alpha Psi. If
Robertson said about the Board State plan also allows for perwe
did
some
things on campus,
manent placement of the fraof Trustees members.
if
that
became
a reality, housRobertson believes the Board ternities and sororities and has
ing
would
perhaps
~ more
of Trustees would support the grown over several years.
feasible
for
some
of
the
smaller
idea of on-campus Greek hous'They have a 40-year lease
groups,
which
is
important
for
with the option after 40 years
ing.
those
groups.
Everyone
needs
"Many of that group (Board of to buy the unit. Some of the
Trustees members) have a money from the lease goes something to identify with."
If we want the (Greek) sysGreek affiliation from their toward buying."
tem
to grow, which we do, then
undergraduate careers," he
Robertson said President
we've
got to make sure we're
Alexander
bas
been
supportive
said.
Robertson also said the of the on-campus housing idea. supportive. If it's not going to
University plans to consult
"Dr. Alexander is very sup- be available in the surroundwith Ray Waggoner, retired portive of the Greek system on ing community, we11 just have
associate dean of students at campus," Robertson said. "He's to build on campus or we're
Arizona State University, who the one that wanted us to going to have to go off campus
into areas th at are not residenhelped develop University- investigate these options."
owned Greek housing there.
"There would be some real tial, and it's hard to find those
''We were the first in the value in having a fraternity areas."

MSU preparing for graduation in Quad
BY j AKE BURGESS
STAFF WRITER

Preparations for Commencement on the
Green have begun with the reassembling
of last year's stage and reseeding of grass
damaged when light poles were installed
.in the Quad last fall.
On Saturday May 11, an estimated 1,000
Murray State students will receive their
diplomas.
Prior to last year's commencement, the
service was held in Racer Arena. However,
as the number of MSU graduates outgrew
the arena's capacity, a search for a new
location began.

"We had about four rows of people standing all the way around the upper ramp (in
Racer Arena), and we had students on the
floor," said Barbara Rose, administrative
assistant to the Provost Jim Booth.
Other reasons for moving the ceremony
outdoors included a lack of air conditioning, and a poor sound system.
According to Rose, many students have
been wanting to have the ceremony on the
quad for sometime.
"The quad is a historic section of campus,
and is surrounded by some of the oldest
buildings on campus," Rose said.
In the event of bad weather, MSU officials will meet at 7:45a.m. on the morning

of commencement to determine whether to
move the ceremony to Racer Arena.
Questionable weather last year caused officials to consider the move, but the commencement ceremony was successfully carried out in the Quad.
Rose said that about 6000 chairs have
been rented this year for the ceremony
which is about a 1000 more than last year.
Speakers will include the Outstanding
Senior Man and Woman. They will be
announced at the Honors Day Ceremony
on May 10.
Immediately following the ceremony a
reception will be held under the Lovett
Auditorium tent.
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Bypass Mini Storage
21 new units opening at the end of April.

Aprll 18
11:58 a.m. Faith Taylor reported both sides of her vehicle had been
scratched while parked near White Hall.
Aprll1 9
12:08 a.m. Cindy L. Luscher reported the passenger side of her vehicle
had been vandalized while parked near Regents Hall.
9:03 p.m. An assault was reported in Hart Hall.
11:39 p.m. Afight was in progress in Franklin Hall when officers arrived.
The incident is under investigation.
Aprll 20
12:18 a.m. Three students were transported to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for treatment from injuries stemming from a fight In
Franklin Hall on Friday night.
6:13p.m. In response to a call, officers found that Bear1 M. Darnell was
intoxicated and had fallen behind the Curris Center. injuring his head. He
was taken to the Murray-Calloway Hospital where he was treated and
released in the custody of his father.
Aprl1 21
11:15 p.m. Bottle rockets were being fired near Richmond Hall.
Aprll22
11 :15 a.m. Jim Sprague reported his vehicle had been vandalized while
parked in the Ryan Avenue parking lot.
12:42 p.m. Dr. Leslie Gordon of the History Department, reported her
purse had been stolen from her office in Faculty Hall.
Aprll 23
2:21 a.m. Shannon Smeltger reported her bicycle had been stolen from
the Fine Arts Building. It was recovered later in the afternoon.
9:58a.m. Julie Wiebusch reported her bookbag stolen from Winslow.
Aprll 24
'
6:43 p.m. Lori Denison reported her calculator stolen from her backpack
in Winslow.
Racer Patrol Escorts- 9
Motor Assists- 13
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.

Losers Wanted
M edically supervised weight programs
including:
Medifast Rapid Weight Loss
Fibernet-binds dieters fat
Medically supervised diet program
A roved Prescription Medication

http://www.thenews.org
To subscribe to IDDNet call l -800-455-1608

Andy Lee/Staff

Ana Rho des, of Paducah, brought " W ords from the Mothe r
Land" as she talked of her childhood In the jungles of Africa.

Call

Laundry Service & Alterations

Racer Card
Services
now available at

Dr. Gary D. James
254 Main St.
Cadiz, Kentucky

502-522-8078

CHECK OUT THE OPPORTUNITIES
THAT AWAIT YOU AT
CNA LIFE IN NASHVILLE

J~,._----lt
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Why bother moving things all the way
back home?
You can store them safely and cheaply
only a few blocks from campus.
Receive a $ 5per month summer discount with
this ad.
Call now for placement on our waiting list.

759-2225
121 Bypass

1\;J()Nili\Y..

9 p.m. - closing
7 days a week

and

POCKETS
open 24 hours a day
unrestricted

1\PI~IL

22ND

The CNA ln<UT311ce Compame~. one of the nation's leading insurance innovators, have
outst311ding entry·level c:ueu opponunuie' a\ l.lt'E SPECJALI!.'TS fornggressl\·e, bright
tndivtduah who thrive tn ;t f:m·paced. ever·changing environment As a member uf the
world·cla!>S CNA Life team, you will be mvolved tn challengtng Jeaming eltpericnce~ that
may include underwritmg. nccounlmg, clntm\, 'ustomer ~ervice,und more' ldeol Cllndtdntc~
should be detail-onented ond have o Bachelor'\ or M:tMer's degree. good PC skills und the
ability to work a~ pan of ate om.
For more infonnauon, or 10 'chedule an inlemew, plea.'e contact your Carnr Placm~ml

omce or send resume to:

CNA

For All the Commitments You Make •
A«n: L)·nn Pataky
P.O. Box 305123
Nashville, TN 37230·5123

PH: (615) 871·1485 •I'AX: (615) 871-1487
Equal Oppartumry F.mp/t1ytr Mlf/DN
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IN OUR OPINION

Student
wants real
alternative

No honor in

first place
In every endeavor, people strive to be the best, or
"number one." Of course being number one doesn't
always make you the winner.
Take the recent article printed in the Louisville
Courier Journal which cited Murray State as being
number one in the state in reported sex crimes on
campus.
It is important to keep in mind these statistics are
based on data collected in 1993-94. Since then the
incidences of sex related crimes at MSU have
dropped dramatically.
Compared to the other universities in Kentucky,
we are still relatively low in all areas of crime and if
we all work together we can make those statistics
even lower.
It was also mentioned in the Courier's article that
college campuses have been known to alter statistics
to make the campus seem almost crime free.
We here at the Murray State News are quite confident that the Public Safety office would never partake in such a practice, because, as we all know
Murray is one of the safest campuses in Kentucky.
In the latest release of crime statistics gathered by
Public Safety (which run from 1992 to March 31 of
1996) there have been no reported instances of possession of a controlled substance, five instances of
possession of drug paraphemalia, and two instances
of rape.
There is really no reason to be to concerned about
these statistics, since what is really important is
what the future will bring.
There will always be crime, and statistics do not
always reflect the true levels thereof.

Blossoms sprout complaints
there were three bands performing.
We can relate this to the comparative feeling of being
punched in the face tree times
instead of one.
We offer a simple solution.
conduct a student-body poll to
find out who we would actually
pay to see. If this is George
Jones or the Beastie Boys, at
least you will know tickets will
be sold. Thinking before reacting next time could save a lot of
money,and give the students
pleasure in return.

To the Editor:
In response to the endless
complaint forced upon the student body concerning the poor
attendance at the recent Gin
Blossoms concert, we would
like to respond accordingly.
The students suggested that
if an alternative band was
booked, that they would show
support. Let's take a moment
not to define the meaning of
alternative rock.
Alternative rock is pretty
much a self-explanatory term:
rock music that is different
than what is consistently
shoved down our throats on
mainstream atrocities such as
WDDJ and WBLN.
Alternative music is some-

thing that we don't get to hear
every day. Sonic Youth, Rage
Against the Machine, Jon
Spencer Blues Explosion, or
even Juliana Hatfield are a few
examples of this.
The Gin Blossoms are in no
way alternative rock. What are
they an alternative to, Michael
Bolton? Kenny G? No, the
Blossoms are classic rock fratboy schmaltz that proliferate
the airwaves with the likes of
Deep Blue Something, Blues
Traveler, Toad the Wet
Sprocket, and, God forbid,
Hootie and the Blowfish.
You book crap no one shows
up. It's a simple fact of life. To
offset criticism of the $18 ticket
price, the SGA pointed out that

I am fed up with hearing all
the whining concerning the Gin
Blossoms
concert,
In
especially
from those
My
individuals
Opinion
who didn't
attend.
If students are so
concerned
about who is
in charge of
the process ,
then
they
k ELLY
should
get
off
H ICKS
their
butts
Viewpoint
and join the
Editor
organizations
that
are responsible for bringing the
acts to campus.
It is just fine and dandy to

complain after the fact, but do·it for you.
There is nothing "classic"
where were you when the decision was made to bring the about the Gin Blossoms' music.
Blossoms here in the first Elvis is classic, the Beatles are
classic, and your ill attempt at
place.
The University Center Board intelligence is classic.
Sure ticket sales were low.
consists of students too, not
just one woman. Considering But is was also a Wednesday
how small Murray is, we were night in the Bible belt, the tick·
lucky to have an act of their ets were higher than most
could afford, and country music
magnitude come here at all.
If you think it is so easy to get reigns supreme in this part of
large scale entertainers to come the state.
Look around you people! We
here, then get on the phone and
make the call to ask them to live in an area where the only
way to get ESPN2 to come here
come here.
While you are at it, find a is to hold a bass tournament.
facility large enough to house Good God, we have towns
the crowd needed to pay for called Possum Trot and a
them to come here, just so the Monkey's Eye Brow.
If you don't volunteer to work
University can break even.
Oh, but why do that when at the UCB, or give your opinyou can just complain after- ion beforehand, then I guess
wards that someone else didn't you are just S.O.L., buddy.

Craig Morris and
Tony Miller
Benton

:support our team No more complaints, please
Murray State's football team drew more fans this
past season than in several years. Our basketball
team always packs Racer Arena.
And yet our baseball team toils in obscurity, virtually ignored. They practice hard and play hard, and
still few people show up at their games.
Perhaps it is because baseball is not as promoted
as other sports. Or maybe baseball is on the decline,
a drop off brought about by the greed and infighting
in the Major Leagues.
Whatever the reason, we need to give the team our
support. We cannot let all their hard work go for
nothing. The baseball team hosts Morehead State at
1 p.m. Saturday and Sunday at Reagan Field.
Perhaps you could take some time out of your oh-sobusy schedule to drop by and cheer on the 'Breds.
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To the editor:
Who is Jean.n ie Morgan
and why is she in charge of
getting an "alternative act"
for the University?
I don't remember hearing
any credentials or voting to
put her in charge of my I·
entertainment, so don't put
it on the student body's
shoulders right away.
I'm a 21-year-old student
here, and have heard about
the Gin Blossoms since I
was a senior in high school,
three years ago.
I like their song, heard
their CD and never wanted
to hear it again or even
think about seeing them in
concert. I commend, yet am
embarrassed at Jeanne
Morgan's effort to bring in a
so called alternative band.
Did she ask anyone who
they wanted to hear?
Did she take a survey, did
she ask the students who
she thought might be
attending this concert, or
did she just consider her definition of an alternative
band as something besides
country?
Her research showed that
the Gin Blossoms had three
songs in the top 15, and if
you ask anyone that knows
alternative, that ain't it!
So don't be disappointed in
the students, be disappointed in the effort to find out
what the student body
wants to hear.
As a student, and a person
that is always up for a good
time and a good show, I've traveled to different colleges
and cities to see different
bands:
Southern
Illinois
University for the Smashing I•
Pumpkins, Vanderbilt for •
the Blues Travelers and
Dave Matthews, and even
Ole' Miss to see members of
the Allman Brothers Band.
So, if you want people to
show up, you have to know
where the demand is and
what college students actually want to hear.
When over 50 percent of
your crowd is "high school
students and parents" that
ought to tell you its not the
student body to blame.
Greg Farmer
Murray

Collins coverage satisfies reader
To the Editor:
First of all, on behalf of the
MSU Independents, I want to
thank The Murray State News
and all the campus media for
the outstanding coverage during Charles Collins' speech.
Our group agreed that the location of the Collins article on
page three was quite appropriate considering the timeliness
of SGA elections. We sincerely
hope that the students showed
more interest in campus affairs
(by voting) than they apparently had for national affairs, judging by the turnout for Collins.
But apathy is a nationwide
problem, not just limited to
Murray State. Mr. Collins was
impressed by the warmth with
which he was received by those
who did attend.
The only problem with the
article was that you printed
that Collins wants to abolish
the Federal Reserve System in
order to end the national debt.
That was not what he said at
all. He explained how he would
use laws already in effect in
section 30 of the Federal
Reserve Act of 1913 in order to
buy it back from the conglomerate of international bankers

who currently own it. Shocking
as it may seem, the Federal
Reserve is no more federal than
Federal Express is. It is a federally chartered private banking company that bas by
law-not by Constitution but by
law~been given the power to
control and issue of the
"money" used by the United
States. I personally have a picture of the corporate seal of its
Minneapolis branch to prove
this. It may also be interesting
to note that the Federal
Reserve has never even been
subject to an independent
audit.
Anyway, since we actually
borrow into existence all the
currency in circulation, most of
the debt we owe is to the
Federal Reserve itself. By buying it back under legal provisions for about $500 million (as
opposed to $5.5 trillion!) and
putting
it
under
the
Department of the Treasury we
would owe that debt to ourselves, hence making it null
and void. All bond would still
be honored and retired as they
matured. I do not recall seeing
Dr. Mathis (who told The
Murray State News last week

that he doubted the validity of
this) at the speech and if I'm
mistaken I apologize, but I
believe he was commenting on
second-hand infonnation. I was
there.
The difference between buying it back and abolishing it
may seem trivial, but it is comparable to the difference
between buying Republic Bank,
for instance, and tearing it
down. It is a pretty big difference. It may be debatable
whether or not this would completely wipe out the national
debt, but I'll tell you one thing:
J.F.K. decided to look into this
in 1963 and began legally issuing United States Notes to
replace the Federal Reserve
Notes in circulation. Six weeks
later he was dead in Dallas,
and his actions immediately
rescinded. That was one thing
Ollie Stone neglected to bring
out!
Nonetheless, we are spending
nearly all of our income tax
money every year just to pay
the interest on this ridiculous
debt and this is an idea who's
time has come and will not go
away. Even if Collins doesn't
win the presidency, there are

others in high places looking
into this. U.S. Representatives
Jack Metcalf, of Washington
and Henry Gonzalez, of Texas,
along with the U.S. Senator
Byron Dorgan are currently
pushing legislation to reform
and/or audit the Federal
Reserve. Metcalf is a member of
the House Banking and
Sernces
Committee
and
Gonzalez is the committee's
ranking· Democrat. 1'd say they
have a little clout in
Washington.
Anyway, I've bored you
enough with politics but I had
to point out that fact.
Otherwise it was a fine article.
And to those of you who weren't
there for Collins or Rep. Ed
Whitfield who spoke, I suggest
you take a good look at the
world around you because if
you don't show any interest in
the politics that affect us all,
you have no one but yourself to
blame.
When America goes the rest
of the way down the toilet, it is
our generation that will pay the
price.
Patrick Perry
Cadiz
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Money crucial LBL issue
Despite outcome,
someone has to pay
Bv JONATHAN

OLIVER

EDITOit•IN•CI-UEF

A Jiving, breathing giant lies between the
lakes of western Kentucky - one starving
for money. And regardless of whose wallet
it chooses to feed from, the Land Between
the Lakes must be paid for, or it must
cease to exist.
In its most simplified version, the problem is a question of basic economics. The
federal government can not afford to or
does not want to spend any more money on
LBL, yet LBL does not have the income to
support itself.
So who pays?
As the Tennessee Valley Authority
groped in the darkness for the answer, one
point became increasingly clear - tourism
is a wonderful commodity.

Thus emerged the five infamous
Concepts. And although they have since
proven unacceptable to the people of the
area, they would have solved the financial
issue.
But the original mission of LBL was to
preserve the natural aspect of the lakes
area. This is where Concept Zero stepped
in, demanding that LBL maintain its status as an educational, conservational and
recreational area and that it must stay
open to the public.
However, this proposal outlines no
specifics on where the money comes from,
leaving the same void as did the rejection
of Concepts One through Five.
The federal government wanted it to be
public land to begin with. The people now
want it to stay public land. Neither want to
pay for it.
Is LBL to bo abandoned?
Basic economics again prove that if any
service is to remain between the lakes,
there must be an income. But if no group is

5+ 1=0, TVA to Revamp L.BL Concepts
To remain fully-functional, the Land Between the La~ areil will nave
to operate on a $6 million budget and be eelf-sufficlentat 80 percent,
The TVA originally designe'd the first five concepts to achieve this
goal. Concept Zero, a group op~ to these flve concepts, drew up a
separate concept, Based on Concept Zerrfs OppOSition, as wen as
others In the area, the TVA has agreed to redesign these concepts.

Concept One: Services reduced to develop baste camping,
tJunting, fishing, wildlife viewing, and limited lake access picnic
area trails. Up to five percent of the land might be used for
private leases - including condominiums.
Concept Two: Existing public uses retained (camping,
hunting, fishing, wildlife viewing, group camping, wildlife center,
heritage center, horseback camp and horselhiking/OHV trails).
Up to 10 percent of the land might be privately leased.
Concept Three: Services expanded to include a
wildlife/heritage theme complex, accomodattons and support
services. Two full service resort campgrounds with beach parks
and cabins for visitors. Food services at the LBL theme center.
Concept Four: All of LBL's 170,000+ acres available for
public use. Features would Include two full service resort hotels
with 400 "high quality rooms, both with golf courses and two
campground "cottage" resorts with adjacent beach parks, etc.
Concept Five: Same as Concept Four, with the addition of a
"LBL Institute" for field studies, a "starlight theatre," swimming
pool, field sports area and theme/amusement park.
Concept Zero: Honors the commitment made to the former
private landowners.
Source: TVA
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Edotor

willing to pay, there cannot be any services.
The only logical option which is left
under this scenario is for this great land
mass to lie dormant, serving wildlife and
those willing to trek into its wild depths.
But there are still costs.
Regardless of the answer, the point still
remains that LBL is going to cost somebody something.
If the land is abandoned, many will suffer from the loss of natural resources. If
LBL is turned into a theme park, those
who once called the lake land home will
have to pay to play there. Either way, the
potential educational and wildlife management opportunities would disappear.
This massive island now stands in something larger than the lakes surrounding it.
It lies in the middle of a financiaJ void
which no one seems prepared or willing to
fill. Yet it will go on, and it is the people
who stand to lose.

Pointing fingers
While the commercial development of LBt might alford
Bv DANNY VOWELL
some of the modern "convePHOTO EDITOR
nient" forms of recreation ,
Frome believes the best form of
Every summer we hear of recreation is the most natural
forest fires ravaging national one possible.
parks across the country.
Frome said TVA's five
However, noted environmen- Concepts would destroy these
talist Michael Frome says opportunities.
there
is
a-----------"l
can't
greater threat.
k
think of any
ln
Friday's " I would certainly . eep public agency
lecture
at
my guard up, because that I would
Mason
Hall,
they (TVA) will come just as soon
d i s s o 1v c , "
Frome said the
greates t threat
back again.
" Frome said in
facing
our
regards
to
Michael Frome TVA. "They
parks
comes
from the politi- - - - - - - - - - - - - want to disa8·
cal arena, with
semble
the
the Land Between the Lakes public lands."
area a ripe target.
Frome said that in addition
"When parks are high on the to reckless pursuits, TVA lacks
political agenda, it is because genuine public involvement in
of revenue generated from decision making.
tourism," Frome said.
"TVA reminds me of a Soviet
LBL provides a perfect breed- ministry," Frome said. "I would
ing ground for commercial certainly keep my guard up,
development, centered around because t hcy'll come back
a strong tourism base.
again ."

Politics blamed

Oath of

opposition
'I'll stand with my heels in the
sand for however long it takes'
Bv StoNE HUTCHISON
AsSISTAr'il COllEGE LIFE EOITOI

Edna Wallace has many memories of her life in the Land
Between the Lakes, and those memories are the driving force
behind her heart-felt opposition to TVNs recent proposal to
commercialize LBL.
"I remember when TVA came in," Wallace said. "They acted
like they already owned everyone and everything. They didn't
ask how much we wanted for our land; they just told us what
they would give us."
Wallace, who now resides "
As far as TVA goes.
in Dover, Tenn., said she
and her family were given
I've got no respect for
30 days to vacate their propthem at all.
''
erty and .find somewhere
else to live.
Edna Wallace
"We had heard rumors for - - - - - - - - - - a long time, so we knew that
.
we were going to have to go, but when it actually came down
to it, it was hard." Wallace said. "The money they gave us didn't cover our expenses of relocating."
WaHace said she and her family were dealt another blow
recently when they learned that the wa~r supply bad been
removed from the campsite at LBL where they had held their
family reunions.
"They told us we could still camp there, but how can we if
there are no bathrooms?" Wallace said. "They told us to go to
another campground, but the one we've always gone to .is near
our homeplace. We've been trying to keep our family memories alive, and now we can't go down there."
As far as Wallace is concerned, TVA's recent proposals are
absolutely unacceptable.
"If they can't leave the land as it is now, they should give it
back to the original owners or their heirs,• Wallace said.
Wallace said she believes the previous landowners have
been betrayed by TVA.
"They told us when they bought it that no timber would be
cut and the land would only be used as a wildlife preserve,"
Wallace said. "I feel like they have done us real ugly. As far
as TVA goes I've got no re.qpect for them at all."
Wallace is spearheading a campaign against action to
change anything at LBL, and even though the five Concepts
have been dropped, sho is not letting her guard down.
Wallace intends to fight for her memories and the memories
of others by rallying against any action that would destroy
sites of the original home places.
· "I'll stand with my heels in the sand for however long it
takes,'· Wallace said. "'want to know that they aren't going to
do anything, that nothing is going to change."

it
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NEWS
Campus offers study alternatives
Waterfield Library will begin
extending its hours from 7:30
a.m. to midnight on Monday
through Thursday and to 9
p.m. on weekends s tarting
April 28.
"A lot of students are coming
in to review material for their
. BY ScoTT NANNEY
classes that was put on file in
SEN IOR ST~FF W Rm R
the library," Harmon said.
With fmals week just around
"Many people also get
the comer, many students are together for study groups to
beginning to prepare for exams. compare notes. We are allowTo help students prepare for ing them more study time and
their finals, Waterfield Library, giving them a chance to get
the Student Government out of the dorms. If they want
Association and the residence to start studying early, we'll
halls have adjusted their be here to help them."
schedules and ar e offering
While the campus library
study sessions for anyone wish- prepares to help students, the
ing to participate.
Student Government AssocCoy Harmon, dean of iation is also doing its part to
University Libraries, s aid accommodate the campus

40 to 50 people to attend the

SGA,RHA

sponsor study
groups, library
extends hours

' ' If they want to start
studying early,
we'll be here
to help them.
Coy Harmon

"

community by sponsoring the
second annual "Exam Cram" on
the first floor of the Curris
Center from 8 p.m. to 6 p.m.
on May 4 and 5 •
,Jeannie Morgan, SGA adviser, said the organization will
provide students with refreshments such as popcorn, soft
drinks and coffee during t he
study sessions.
"We were very pleased with
it last year," she said. "We had

sessions. It's an opportunity for
students to come in and study."
The
Residence
Hall
Association will also provide
study sessions for students
from 8 p.m. to midnight, May 58 in Winslow Cafeteria.
Jennifer Myers, president of
the Residence Hall Association,
said the sessions will provide
students an alternative to
studying in the library.
"The library is always packed
during finals week ," Myers
said. "This gives them another
choice."
Myers said refreshments will
be available to the students.
"They (students) will be provided drinks and Food Services
may provide t h em with
snacks," she said.
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Final Examination Schedule
Exam Day
Monday, May 6

Exam Time
8:00a .m.
10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
4:00p.m.
Tuesday, May 7
8:00a.m.
10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
8:00a.m.
Wednesday, May 8

10:30 a.m.
Thursday, May 9

Friday, May 10

Schedule for Saturday and Evening Classes

BY JENNIFER POTTER

At the tip of the iceberg of
changes which the Summer
Orientation program would face
throughout the summer was
the addition of an Early Bird
Summer "0" session.
However, Kathy Hillyard,
director of Summer "0" said,
the changes do not stop th ere.
As plans for renovations in
both Winslow Cafeteria and
Lovett Auditorium developed,
HiUyard said plans had to be
made to move the general
assembly. In addition, a new
plan for serving meals to the
prospective students and their
parents was required.
Hillyard explained that those
attending t he summer sessions
will be served from buffet lines
set up on the second floor concourse in the Curris Center.
They will eat in both the
Thoroughbred Room and Long
John Silvers.
She said the Ballroom would

not have been appropriate for
both the general assembly and
meals, because the set-up and
breakdown 'of 800 scats would
not have been feasible.
Reflecting on the Early Bird
Summer "0", held April 13 and
14, Hillyard said she had problems convincing counselors ,
faculty and participants this
was a true orientation.
"No one is in that mode yet,"
she said. "It's difficult for the
high school students too
because they have not even had
prom yet.
We moved to the Early Bird
registration during t he semester to get prospective students
on campus during the decisionmaking process," Hillyard said.
"If we get them registered for
classes, maybe it will help close
the deal."
This was the first time that
the touch tone registration had
been used during Summer "0".
During Early Bird registration, the Racer Touch system
crashed and 200 students had

to register manually.
Despite problems this year,
Hillyard said she wants to continue using Racer Touch to benefit the incoming freshmen.
"I want the freshmen to
understand touch tone and get
away from thinking of the
Curris Center as the place they
go to register," Hillyard said.
Another addition to this
year's Summer "0" was an
explanation about the upcoming implementation of the residential college system.
Hillyard said during the gen·
eral assembly, Don Robertson,
vice president of students and
faculty
heads,
Corky
Broughton, Nanney France and
Jane Hall presented facts about
the system.
"We made the mistake of trying to se11 the residential college system ," Hillyard said.
"'We didn't need to, and that
was a breath offresh air."
Hillyard said the new system
was "no big deal" to parents
and new students.

Saturday morning, May 4
Monday evening, May 6
Tuesday evening, May 7
Wednesday evening, May 8
Thursday evening, May 9

Saturday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

Summer '0' adjusts to campus
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

1:30 p.m.
8:00a.m.
10:30 a.m.
1:30 p.m.
8:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.

chang~s

Winslow renovations already
JENNIFER POTTER
Asstsr.wr MANAciNC Eorroa

Regular Class Time
8:30 a.m. MWF
11 :00 a.m.-12:15 p.m. TTh
2:30 p.m. MWF
•toe 102 Common Final
9:30 a.m. MWF
11:30 a.m. MWF
12:30 p.m.-1:45 TTh
8:00a.m.- 9:15a.m. TTh,
3:30 p.m.·4:45 p.m. TTh
10:30 a.m. MWF
1:30 p.m. MWF
9:30 a.m.-10:45 a.m. TTh
12:30 p.m. MWF
2:00 p.m.·3:15 p.m. TTh
3:30p.m. MWF
7:30a.m., 4:30 p.m. MWF

und~r

The renovations will involve installing new
lighting to b righten the cafeteria. changing the
ceiling, front facade and painting both the
inside and outside of the cafeteria.

Incoming freshmen and Summer "0" partici·
pants may not ,notice, but returning s tudents will
Benriter said by May 8, no tables will be in
see a change in Winslow Cafeteria in the fall.
the north end of t he cafeteria and fewer in the
Bill &nriter, food service director, said south end, but it will still be open to students,
Winslow will un(lergo major renovations this alt hough there will be some menu changes.
summer, some of whiCh will begin before the
Fast Tracks will also change, having less
sprir).g semester is over.
menu choices, and it will close a few days earliBenriter said a large portion o! the fundi for er than usual.
the $750,000 project will go towards improving
"We ask for the students' patience." Benriter
the infrastructure of the building, mainly the
said. "The contractor wants to begin on the
drains and power sources .in the kitchen.
"We are operating at maximum capacity now,71 building on the 13th and we have to have everyBenriter said. "We can't add anything new thing out by then.
because we don't have the power to support iL"
"The last thing we want to do is to send the
On the outside, Winslow will have a "brighter, students out of here feeling like they have been
shortchanged. We just have to get it done."
wanner look.,.
"Parents loved the idea offaculty heads that their child
could go to for advice," she said.
"Co-ed (residence halls) was
not an issue."
Hillyard said s he was not

surprised that parents were not
upset about the co·educational
dorms because other schools
have been co-ed for years.
Also new to this year's session is a mandatory workshop

for all first time loan recipients
to explain the financial aid
process.
Summer "0" sessions will be
June 8 and 9, June 18 and 19,
and July 13 and,l4.

The staff of The Murray State News
would like to congratulate Gilliand Welsch and
the talented members of the 1996 Ads Club for
receiving 4th place in the regional advertising
competition in Dayton, Ohio. Good job Guys.

llRED OF lliE SAME OLD
BURGER
AND FRIES?

You've had burgers and fries. You may have
even tried putting fries on your burgers. But , no
matter how you try them , they're still just burgers
and fries. So give up and try something different.
Something like Arby's lean and tender Roast Beef
piled high on a toasted sesame seed bun. With an
orde r of Arby's o riginal crispy Curly Fries on the
side. Now that's different!

Q·WlmUI~lf!G·I·]

·l

Arby's
507 N. 12th St.

-----------------

Regular Sandwich & Small Curly Fries

:I One
$2.7
5
per order
I
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The Good ...
Planning vital key to
successful finals week
This includes finishing a
paper several nights before the
COLLEGE LIFE EDITOR
due date, as a printer carThey lay out their clothing tridge may run out or your
for the next day the night roommate may spill soda on
before. They prepare papers your extra copies.
and study for exams weeks
Baggett suggests diving into
ahead of time. They make classwork and homework from
schedules hour by hour, sched- the beginning to get it out of
uling showers and eating the way.
times. They get chills when
"You're going to kick yourself
they cannot find their campus if you don't study," he said.
planners. And they are never, "Just grin and bear it."
Malysa
ever late.
Preparing
Wimberg,
senior
from
for events "
and deadI don't want to look
Louisville, recback and realize I
lines early
ommends
is a vital
every student
haven't done someand intregal
buy a planner
thing because I was
part of colat the beginjust sitting around. " ning of the
lege life.
Students
semester
to
who do not
Ben Baggett keep
organized.
procrasti "That
nate
find
ample time
way you can
to have fun, too. For some stu- write down all your activities
dents, planning and prepara- and you won't miss anything."
tion comes first in their list of
Wimberg said she is an
priorities.
excellent planner and uses
Ben Baggett, freshman from lists to stay on top of time
Paducah, said he keeps a jour- management.
nal and a schedule to remind
"Everyday I make a list of
him of his daily tasks.
the things I need to do and I
Baggett said he learned good kind of map out how much
work habits from his father.
time I need to do everything,"
"I realize life is so short you Wimberg said.
find it has slipped away," he
Students can manage both
said. "I don't want to look back hard work and fun by rewardand realize I haven't done ing themselves with a night
something because I was just out or a movie after studying.
sitting around."
When students receive a sylBaggett said setting goals is labus, they. should begin
also an important key to suc- thinking about papers and
cess.
projects, so when it is time to
"If you don't have them, actually begin the initial
what's the use of doing any- thoughts are already out of the
thing," Baggett said. "Some way.
will happen and some won't."
Finally, break tasks down
Students should also allow over a long period of time. This
themselves extra time to han- way, things are finished, and
dle any unforeseen problems completed well, leaving plenty
that may occur.
of time for fun.
BY MANDY WOLF

The Bad ...
Procras tinat ors say 'better late than never'
BY SLONE HUTCHISON
AsSISTANT COtlECE LIFE EDfTOtl

She sits on her bed with several piles of papers and books
on the floor. Her room is full of
people talking about this and
that. She has nine papers due
in the next two weeks and she
has not written any of them
yet.
Libby Baker, freshman from
Paducah, is like many college
students, she is a procrastinator.
"I don't know why I do it,"
Baker said. "I make like 18lists
a day and I never follow them.

It makes me feel better to make
a list, but it doesn't help me get
anything done."
Baker said she finds herself
waiting until the last minute
on a regular basis.
"Every time I put things off I
always regret it," Baker said. "I
still do it though, I'm just a
born procrastinator."
Baker said ahe is sure her
procrastination hurts her
grades.
"I still haven't done a paper
that was due last Thursday,"
Baker said. "The teacher is
knocking off 10 points because
it's late, but I'd rather my

paper be late and lose 10 points
than just write anything down
and it be horrible."
Beth Morris, freshman from
Owensboro, said she too has a
problem with putting things
off.
"If it's an assignment that I
am not the least bit interested
in, then I tend to put it off as
long as I can," Morris said. "I
always put off studying for
tests until the night before." ...
Morris, like many otherst
gives the common excuse that
she works better under pressure and gets better results
when she waits until the last

minute to begin a project.
"When I know that the deadline is right there I get my butt
in gear and do it," Morris said.
"If I know I've got a while I
always think 'oh I'll just waitand do it a little later."'
Morris said she does not feel
the guilt that some procrastina·
tors do when they put things
ofT.
"As long as I get it done I'm
not about to feel guilty," Moms
said. "1 have an IDC paper due
next Tuesday. It has to be a five
to six-page book review and I
haven't even read any of the
book yet."

The Ugly Truth ...
News writers prin1e examples of procrastination
BY

C.D. B RADLEY

AND

STAFf WRITER

CHRIS CAMPBELL
STAFF WRITH

Newsroom, 3:00 a.m., Thursday •
This commentary on procrastination was
due, oh, two days ago, and yet, somehow, it
doesn't seem very pressing now. So we're
going to throw a football in the quad.
3:30a.m.
With Campbell's
tendinitis inflaming
his elbow, we return to the computer. As
the two of us sit here contemplating where
to go with this rambling commentary, we
are often distracted by things as mundane
as the USA Today Sports page (a day old at
this point), and an occasional game of
Spectre Challenge on the computer.
Suddenly, we recognize another basic
urge: we want food! Our options are limited at 4 in the morning, as we fondly recall
our Mecca to the east ... the Campus Coffee
Shop. Our daily pilgrimage for chips and
ranch, or perhaps a bacon and lettuce
sandwich, reminds us that it is not only
Thursday morning when we put off our
work for something more pleasurable, but
just about every day.
4:10a.m.
We return from Hardee's, still with no

ideas for this commentary. We come up
with a better idea: let's throw the football.
4:25a.m.
Campbell drags his ann back into the
newsroom. He is considering amputation,
and Mandy (our College Life Editor) slightly upset that our commentary is getting
later by the minute, offers to perform the
surgery for free. Over the phone that is,
because Mandy, having

ICQMMENTARYI

!~~-e ;:n~~ :~ h~~

1

down, trying to come
up with an idea, when
suddenly... there's a commotion on the
other aide of the room.
4:46a.m.
Commotion turned out to be one of our
editors, who will remain nameless, contemplating suicide, because the layout for
the front "just isn't balanced." However, we
stayed over there talking about nothing,
much like "Seinfeld." We decide to finally
begin to work, now that the paper is due to
leave the office in 10 hours.
· 5:30a.m.
We have come up with nothing, not that
this should come as any surprise. The level
of discussion has now reached its peak,
somewhere just below a really good Jerry
Springer show. Campbell is passed out
from the pain, and also because Slone (the
Assistant College Life Editor) beat him

about the head and shoulders with a pica
pole, an essential newsroom tool. Campbell
rests easily, now that his mind is ofT his
pain and this commentary.
6:00a.m.
As the sun rises above Wilson Hall, we
finally give up. We will return about noon •
to finish it.
Noon.
,.
With thoughts of Jennifer Aniston running wild through his head, C.D. hits the
snooze bar. Again. Campbell meanders to
the ads room where he partakes in the
daily listening to the mentor of the air
waves, Paul Harvey.
1:30 p.m.
Our commentary sits alone, desolate
without words or thoughts in a desert of
despair. We walked like nomads to the east
and paid homage to the food god. He has
blessed us by letting us visit the holy
Coffee Shop.
2:46 p.m., 14 m inutes until d eadline.
We return to the newsroom. Mandy has
a look on her face not unlike that of a
lioness in the National Geographic video
"Trials of Life."
3:45 p.m., 45 minu tes past d eadline.
The paper finally goes to press. We were
done a half an hour ago. See, it's not all our
fault. And now, as we end this commentary
on procrastination, we realize it has no
point. Just the way we like it.

Tips may help students prepare for finals week
BY KATIE THOMAS
STAff WIUHR

The countdown to finals has begun
and everyone is starting to get very
stressed out.
Students' lives get more disorganized toward the end of the semester.
They procrastinate until the last
minute to do term papers a nd semester projects.
This is where time management
comes in to play.
Learning to manage time and avoid
procrastination can make the difference between an A or a C.

Keep these simple tips in mind to
avoid procrastina tion as final s
approach. These tips and additional
ones can be found in the ACT Study
Power:
Managing
Time
and
Enuironmcnl and What Every Student
Should
Know
About
Time
Management.
• Acknowledge that you actually
have fmals coming up soon. You need
to get s tarred.
• Start with the easiest studying
and work 15-30 minutes at a time.
Ease into longer study sessions.
• PromiSll yourself a reward, like a

movie with friends, a special meal or
ice cream, when you are finished.

• Divide studyiog~nto small chunks.
Do not try to do it all at one time.
• Control distractions like TV or the
phone. Have your own place to study
like a study lounge or the library.
• Do not cram! It is ineffective and
1
inefficient.
• Properly exercise and eat during
fi nals time. This will help you Atay
physically and mentally alert.
Following these simple anti-procrastination tips can help yoUT next two
weeks become a lot simpler and not so
full of stress.
·

General time management for college can be difficult. Everyone wants
to do it all , however, time does not
allow this to happen.
Before getting anxiety about time
management next fall and wondering
how to do it all, try following these
simple general management tips:
• Write down all tests dares and
when assignments are due during the
semester as soon as you get the class
syllabus in the fall .
• Keep a planner/calendar and write
everything down. (SGA sells one at the
beginning of the year in the

University bookstore with all campus
activities in it.)
• Check deadlines, test dates, and
due dates for assignments every week.
• Keep up with your school work. Try
your best not to get behind.
• Assign priorities and do those
things first.
• Make a "To Do" list everyday.
These tips should help make your
life a little easier as school terms go
by. Just keep up with your work, go to
class and stay positive.
Things will be a little less hectic and
you should be a happier person.

The MlllTlly State
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Housing office offers positions
to students staying in summer
BY SARAH WIGHT
STAfF WIITEit

Are you trying to figure out
how you are going to work and
take classes this summer? The
Murray State housing office
has the solution for you.
The housing office is hiring
students for numerous positions ranging from sum mer
youth counselors to painters.
Working for t he University
allows students the convenience of working for someone
that understands what it is like
to be a student.
"We work around class schedu les," said Anne Bennes,
Assistant Director of Housing.
"Priority is given to class schedules because the student's first
priority is to take classes and

graduate. We understand the
student's needs, and arc willing
to work with them."
Students who would like to
work on campus during the
summer and students living in
the residence halls can apply
for positions as summer resident advisers, youth counselors, desk workers and security guards
"I wanted to do more than
just have a job at McDonalds
this summer," said Terry
Duncan, summer youth counselor. "I wanted to use my time
constructively. not just get a
paycheck. I wanted to help
people by doing programs and
counseling."
Students who do not think
working with camps is for them
can do maintenance work

around the campus.
The housing office is hiring
40 to 45 student~ to work with
the custodians, and a crew of
20 students will work as
painters.
The level of experience needed, and the hours available differ with each position, however,
the pay rate for every position
is minimum wage.
The only position that
requires prior experience is an
RA position.
Youth Counselors and RAs
work about 20 hours a week
and desk workers from 12 to
15. Custodians can work up to
40 hours each week.
Students interested in sum·
mer employment should go by
the Housing office anf fill out
an application.

THE FROG (HOP) PRINCE

Dave Washburn/Guest

Michelle Brooks, Junio r from Campbell, Ho, Ke rri Bates, senior fr om Santa Clause, Ind., and
jennifer Miller, senior fro m Louisville, pucker up t o kiss Ho ppy the frog during Alpha Tau
Omega's annual Frog Ho p.
·

Ghost roommates fulfill contracts,
provide privacy ·to some students
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
Sl'oltTS EDITOR

"

I prefer for folks not to be

Aimee Clark enjoyed living in the resighost roommates because I
dence halls for her first two years as an
feel they are missing out on
MSU student, but when the Honors
the college experience. "
Program member fulfilled her MSU
Housing contract agreement, she still
needed to satisfy the requirements of her
scholarship.
Those demands included living on-camPaula Hulick
pus for a ll four years at MSU, an obligation which did not sit well with the junior
from Murray.
"I wish I had the option to live off-cam- ter this year on tuition. By holding an onpus, but I don't have that option because of campus residence, out-of-state undergradmy Presidential Scholarship," Clark said. uate incentive grant students paid $1,660
"I'm required to live in the dorms for four and graduates $1,900 for tuition this
years, so that's why I'm a ghost room- semester.
Hulick does not approve of the decision
mate."
by
MSU students who elect to be ghost
A ghost roommate is a student who
roommates,
although she understands
claims an on-campus residence yet chooses
their
concerns.
to live off-campus. MSU Director of
"I prefer for folks not to be ghost roomHousing Paula Hulick says the majority of
mates
because I feel they are missing out
ghost roommates apply for on-campus
on
the
college experience," Hulick said.
housing for economic reasons, usually
"From
a
financial standpoint, though,
because of an incentive grant.
there
may
be a student in a particular sitIncentive grant recipients, out-of-state
uation
where
they want to keep their
students from neighboring counties who
incentive
grant
and stay off-campus."
must live on-campus to continue to qualify
Mark
Turner,
sophomore
from
for financial aid, saved $1,000 per semes-

1
Week till
Finals.

Think about it.
Then think about us.
Then call:

502·442-2949
901-644-9021
KALL YOUCAtUr

ARMY RESERVE

Rain or shine
'

Arts and crafts fair comes to·
Expo Center on May 4, 5

Owensboro, wishes he had gotten to know
his ghost roommate from last year better
even though Turner essentially got a private room for the price of a double - $665
compared to $1,000 per semester.
"It was basically just like having a private," Turner said. "He came in, got his
clothes and left."
Meanwhile, Shonta Hunt, sophomore
from Memphis, Tenn., recently posted flyers advertising for a ghost roommate for
the 1996-97 academic year. Hunt prefers
the cost and quiet comfort of having a
ghost roommate, and fears that opportunity will be nonexistent with the implementation of the Residential College program
next fall.
'Tve been used to having my own room,
and since they (MSU) won't be allowing
private rooms, this is probably the only
way I can have one," Hunt said.
Hulick realizes the ghost roommate issue
will not disappear despite the intentions of
the Residential College plan, at least in the
short run.
"Our numbers are pretty much the same
from last year, when we didn't have an RC
plan," Hulick said. "We're hoping that the
activities and events that we're planning
through the RC model will not only attract
but keep the students on campus."

STAff RUOIT

If you don't have plans for next weekend or you need a quick
Day gift hope may be just around the comer.
The Four Star Arts and Crafts Festival could be just the thing

Mothe~s

to take your mind off studying for finals.
The festival will be held at the Murray State Exposition
Center on May 4 and 5 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
The event will be held rain or shine and visitors can expect
many different activities in addition to being able to purchase
h andmade craft items from several different regions of the
United States.
There will also be food and crafts demonstrations at the festival. ·
Craftsmen talents that will be showcased during the festival
include weaving, jewelry making, yard art, quilting, ceramics,
wood crafts and custom designed knives.
Activities for children will include face painting and sand art.
Pony rides will be provided by the Four Rivers Pony Club and
Smiley the Clown will also be making a special appearance.
Hourly drawiop will be held for door pn...
Admission to the festival is free, but: there will be a $1 parkw•
ing fee for each vehicle.
Another festival has also been planned at the Exposition
Center for Sept. 14 and 15.
Information concerning festival activities, booth rental or
lodging during the event can be obtained by calling Carolyn
McColl at (502) 382-2248 after 6 p.m.

Mayfield, KY
(502) 25 1-0723

WORK WITH
US PART TIME
AND GET A
$1,500 BONUS.
Qualify to train with the
Army Reserve, and we'll make
it worth your while in more
ways than one.
You'll get a $1.500 bonus.
And you11 earn more U1an
$17,585 during a standard
enlistment. And on top of this
you might be eligible to receive
$6.920 more for continuing
education and even qualify to
have a federally insured student
loan repaid.
All this could be yours for
serving only part time-usually one weekend a month plus
two weeks' Annual Training.

Newal
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MSUSUMMER
Expanded to 600 courses
s

e Billiards
John's
Zax
s Auto Transport
tern Tanning Center
igma Phi Epsilon

Congratulations
Dirty Ballers
996 l\1udball Chan1pions

•
•
•
•

What's new about Murray State's Summer '96? Check it out Over 600 undergraduate and professional courses.
Courses for high school juniors and seniors
Housing rates as low as $185 (double room) per summer term.
Opportunities to enjoy weekends at the lake with friends.

contact Murray state university
Call 1 (800) 272-4MSU toll-free or dial 762·
3741 locallv. Adm issions Office hours a re:
Monday - t r id ay. 8 a.m.-4:30p.m.

_________ ,

If you have been enrolled in a college course,
summer of 1995 or later. call Racer Touch
at (502) 762-3500 beginning April 8.

Please send information
Admis,.;ions Office
P.O. llox 9
Spar~ Hall
:\lurrlly State

1---------

SE!'iD ME THE FOLLOWJNG MATERIALS
_ MSU !,ummer cluss schedule _ Admission application
_ Undergraduate bulletin _ Graduate hulletin
_______________________________________________________________________
~ame

University

Murray. KY 42071

Address -

----------------------------------------------------------

City
State _ _ --- Z i p - - Phone~(~~-------------AK.
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Photos by Danny Vowell
Mud, sweat and althletic prowess took over the Intermural fields as students and faculty members
got down and dirty during Hudball '96 on April 19. The event was sponsored by the Student
Alumni Association.
(Left) Tobl Wlnn, Junior from Hayfield, washes off with help from the Hurray Fire Department.
(Above) Harold Kuhn, assistant professor of political science, dives for the Gamma Beta Phi team.
(Below) An exited team player attempts to rescue the ball and gets a mud bath.
'

Pick-ap

Papa John's is now accepting
MSO declining balance
after 9 p.m.

Delivery

SAME DAY SERVICE.
753·7117

*

ConPius

'

Call Yo~rr P,
For h
apa

. ..

...•

ee Deli~ery

Final Friday
"Clueless'' & "Babe" showing in the
Currris Center Barkley Room.
Call 762-695 1
for times.

Oelfirct<-tirf Tke

31!!:/ Rz.:a/

Serving Murray
Dixieland Shopping Center

HIGHWAY 6411 PURYEAR I'N

I

753-6666

BUSCH
CASE

$15.79

$13.79

$8.29
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One

1

1 I
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I
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I 1
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NATURAL LIGHT
~~MILWAUKEES BEST
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CASE

$9.99
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$6.99
6 PACK

$3.99

CHECK OUT OUR HUGE SELECTION OF MOVIES!
HUNDREDS OF NEW RELEASES AND
ALL YOUR ALL TIME FAVORITES!
TUITION AND BOOK REIMBURSEMENT. CALL OR STOP BY TODAY FOR MOREINFORMATION.

SPORTS
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Grogan, MSU iron out OVC
'm ent, as he shot a 67 in the first round
and never looked back.
While winning the individual title by
Fonner Murray High School standout one stroke (213-214) over Austin Peay
Adam Grogan proved he is back where State's Jamie Webb, Grogan got help
from O.J. Lancaster to help secure a tie
he belongs.
The sophomore transfer from for second overall with an 890 total over
Mississippi took his clubs and talent the 54-bole event
Lancaster posted his second straight
down to Nashville, Tenn., where he
walked away with the Ohio Valley top-10 finish in the OVC tournament,
Conference first-place medal for the held at the par-72, 6,185-yard
MSU men's golf team at the OVC Springhouse Golf Course.
Other Racers placing were Todd
Championships Wednesday.
Grogan led throughout the tourna- Thomas (22nd), who shot a 228, Matt
BY CHRIS CAMPBELL

Swingin'

STAFF WRITER

Adam Grogan led the men's golf team to
second at the Ohio Valley Conference
Championships Wednesday In Nashville,
Tenn. Grogan won the tournament and the
1996 OVC Golfer of the Year award.

MSU results:
67-73-73
7&:73-72
74-75-79
n-76·75
76-78-77

1. Adam Grogan
10. O.J. Lancaster
22. Todd Thomas
26. Matt Adams
38. Rob Bradley

-

213
221
228
230
233

Mike Ohstrom/Sports Ed1tor

Lady golfers

Adams (28th), with a 230, and Rob
Bradley (38th), firing a 233.
The Racers were only 14 strokes from
the team title, won by Middle Tennessee
State as MSU tied with Eastern
Kentucky for second. After shooting the
first round 67, Grogan followed the per·
formance with consecutive scores of 73
to close out the tournament.
Grogan received OVC Golfer of the
Year and All-OVC honors as well,
becoming the fifth MSU player and the
first since Chris Carlson in 1987 to win
the Golfer of the Year award.

Racers
take 3 at
OVC meet

swing into
third at OVC
Bv BRIAN SMITH

Bv MIKE OHsTROM

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

SPORU EDITOR

The MSU women's golf team finished up a
strong spring with a third-place finish at the
Ohio Valley Conference Championships Sunday
in Cookeville, Tenn.
The Lady Racers fired a 972, three strokes
behind Tennessee Tech and five strokes behind
champion Eastern Kentucky.
Sophomore Brandi Stevenson (76-82-83) and
freshman Melanie Kopperud (80-79-82) both
shot 241, missing all-conference honors by one
stroke. Kopperud was disappointed with the
way the team finished, but was happy with the
spring season.
"We shot three of our better rounds this season, but the other teams were just playing better," Kopperud said. "I felt we played well as a
team, and we have nothing to be disappointed
in this season because we played the best that
we could."
The Lady Racers led the championship by five
strokes after the first round, but a five-hour
rain delay to start the second round left the
team in second place, five strokes back at the
end of the day.
Head coach Velvet Milkman was very pleased
with the spring season, especially with her
team's performance in the championships, having recovered to move into a three-way tie with
six holes remaining.
"We played really well the first round, but I
think the five-hour rain delay on Saturday
might have thrown us off our game a little bit,
but we were in the game with six holes left to
play on Sunday," Milkman said ...I was really
happy with the way our spring season went. We
have a good group of athletes who competed
really hard, and in the future, it is really going
to pay off for them."

Mike Claycomb, Charmaine Thomas
and Jason McKinney had an eventful
weekend, yet the MSU men's and worn·
en's track teams still struggled at the
Ohio Valley Conference Outdoor Track
and Field Championships Friday and
Saturday in Cookeville, Tenn.
Both squads placed r--'""'!::fo:::z:----.
fifth, 118 points behind
Southeast Missouri
State in the men's
standings and 115 off
the pace set by women's champion Middle
Tennessee State.
Head coach Bob Doty ,___....;.-.........,;;...__...~
was disappointed his CLAYCOMB
athletes could not ,--,.....-,-....---,
improve on their fifthplace finishes from the
OVC indoor meet, but
the first-year skipper
remained proud with
the Bacers' efforts.
"Our kids did all
right, but not having a......;;.;"-'-".:::;...=:r...;.,;...___,j
anybody in hurdles
THOMAS
and
key jumping ......,-'1'----~
events really hurt us,"
Doty said.."
Claycomb led the
way for the Racers by
scoring 21 points in
five events, including a
victory with a mark of
5.03 meters in the pole
vault April 18 at .....,......,......,....__....,j
Stewart Stadium.
MCKINNEY
Because of a scheduling error at
Tennessee Tech, MSU and SEMO, the
only conference teams with pole vault
entrants, held the event a day early in
Murray.
Thomas, senior from St. John's,
Antigua, and McKinney, sophomore
from Georgetown, Ill., each successfully
defended their conference titles in the
women's 800 and men's 1,500-meter
runs.
Thomas enjoyed the victory in her
final OVC meet, a bright spot amid the
frustration the Racers experienced
against their conference opponents.
..We set higher expectations for ourselves than fifth place," said Thomas,
who was also fourth in the 1,500 and
anchored the 4x400-meter relay team to
third. "Winning the 800 was a bigger
deal for me because we weren't doing
well in the other events."
McKinney missed an opportunity to
sweep OVC Runner of the Year honors
in cross country, indoor and outdoor
track when he fell to fourth place in the
800 and fifth in his debut in the 3,000meter steeplechase.

MSU falls to

4th in tennis
BY CHRIS CAMPBELL
STAff WRITER

After sweeping the pavement with Eastern
Kentucky, the MSU tennis team folded rather
quickly at the Ohio Valley Conference
Championships Friday and Saturday in
Nashville, Tenn.
The second-ranked Racers fell by losing to
Tennessee-Martin 4-1. Both doubles pairs lost,
which put the team in a 2-0 hole early in the
match. Senior John Rendina pulled the squad
back within one with a 6-4, 6-4 victory over
UTM's Tiago Tregansin'.
The attempt was ill-fated, however, as the
fourth, fifth and sixth seeds all lost. The defeat
by the third-ranked Skyhawks took the Racers
out of the title hunt, which six-time defending
champion Middle Tennessee State won by beating UTM 4-0 in the championship match.
''(The tournament) didn't go well at all," said
junior Eric Gressman. "It was very disappointing."
After the loss to UTM, the Racers were hoping
to salvage the loss and take third place in the
tournament. Once again, however, like being
trapped in quicksand, no matter how much they
.
worked, they just kept sinking.
The doubles pair of Rendina and Brad
Hawthorne were the only Racers to come away
with a win. Fourth-ranked Tennessee Tech was
too much for the Racers, as the Golden Eagles
claimed a 4-0 sweep. None of the team's singles
players could find their rhythm, as all but one
lost in straight sets.
"The season went better than expected, considering how we had come back," Gressman said.
..We peaked too early in the season, and that didn't allow us to perform well in the tournament."
Four Racers made all-OVC honors. Hawthorne,
Rendina, freshman standout Chris Hayden and
senior Pontus Hiort were among the 13-player
all -conference team.

Scott Nanney/Staff
Todd Hollowell, sophomore from Anderson, Ind., pitched the
Thoroughbreds to a S-3 win over Evansville Tuesday at 1R eagan Field.
Hollowell, 3-3 on the year, allowed three runs on eight hits and struck
out seven In as many Innings of work against the Purple Ace s.

'Breds up and down
B Y Scon NANNEY
SENIOR STAFF WRtT£1

In a season of highs and lows,
the MSU baseball team hit another downer with a 19·1 loss to
Western Kentucky Wednesday in
Bowling Green.
That defeat followed a 5·3 win
over Evansville in a make-up
game played Tuesday at Reagan
Field.
"This team had a lot of high
expectations and they have gotten
some good wins this year," said
head coach Mike Thieke, whose
club is 18-26 on the year, 6-11 in
conference play. "This team has
beaten a lot of teams that no other
club at MSU has beaten."
starter
Todd
Sophomore
Hollowell threw seven strong
innings to claim the win and up
his record to 3-3 on the season.

Junior reliever Ree~e Grubbs
came on to pitch the final two
innings ?> earn his second save of
season.
Thieke said Grubbs provided the
Thoroughbreds with a good outing
off the bench.
"Reese did a great job of relieving," Thieke said. "He got us out of
a big jam in the eighth inning.
"We know we're capable of good
pitching and good fundamental
defense. We're executing these
things better, but not as often as
we'd like."
Grubbs said the 'Breds are
beginning to gain confidence after
a slow start to the season, but
needs to psyche itself up for a
postseason run.
"We need to send a message to
ourselves that we're going to be
ready to play in the conference
tournament," Grubbs said.

Inexperience hurts Lady Racers
BY BRIAN SMITH
ASSISTA~T SPORTS EDITOR

Without any senior leadership, the MSU women's tennis team's finally succumbed to the pressure Sunday and
Monday when they finished fourth at the Ohio Valley
Conference Championships in Nashville, Tenn.
In Sunday's first-round match, the third-ranked Lady
Racers buried Eastern Kentucky 5-2 to set up a contest
with second seed Tennessee Tech. In this match, though,
also on Sunday, the Lady Racers were swept 5-0.
In the final round on Monday, the Lady Racers were
playing for third place against fourth-seeded Southeast
Missouri State, but the Otahkians sent MSU packing
with a 5-0 defeat to finish fourth overall.
The Lady Racers were led by junior Renea Cates,
sophomore Martha Zimmer and All-OVC selection

Brooke Berryman. All the players were disappointed in
their finish, yet look back at this season as one in which
they grew as a team.
"We were really nervous going into the tournament,
and it seemed that we wanted to win flrst place so bad
that we lost some of our focus, and we couldn't seem to
recover," Zimmer said. "Now we can look at all the good
things we did as a team this year and know that we will
all be back together next year as well."
Head coach Connie Keasling was disappointed by the
team's doubles play at the OVC tournament, but was
happy with the team's overall performance this spring.
"Our doubles play this spring has been one of our
strong points, and once we got swept in the second round
and in the finals, it was hard for our team to regroup,"
Keasling said. "We gained lots of experience this spring
and we will be back strong as ever in the fall."

Draft
forgets
Racers
Perhaps the New York
Jets' bad-draft-pick syndrome is contagious.
Or maybe each of the 30
teams at the NFL Draft
Saturday and Sunday in
New York,.....----....,
went too SPORTS
far to find
the next TALK
d r a f t
sleeper, MIKE
the next 0HSTROM
diamond..__ _ _ ___,
in the rough, the next Jerry
Rice from Mississippi Valley .
State.
But did NFL scouts,
coaches and gcn:ral managers have to go as far as
Kutztown (Pa.), GardnerWebb (N.C.) or Jtawamba
Junior College? Gimme a
break.
They only had to come as
far as Murray State.
And that they did, as talent scouts and representatives from seven NFL
squads attended Racer
workouts since the end of
the 1995 season.
But was it the fact that the
format for this year's draft
was cut from 12 to seven
rounds? Or did all the attention that MSU's 11-1 dream
season garnered all go for
naught?
Apparently the latter
occurred, as even NFL insiders passed up on Racer stars
like Derrick Cullers and
Ramon Okoli for harder-tofmd standout players.
Cullors was the sparkplug
behind MSU's first Ohio
Valley Conference title in
nine years and first undefeated regular season since
1933.
In his first action against
Western Kentucky, Cullors
quickly solved the Racers'
three-piece tailback puzzle,
ending the season as the
OVC Offensive Player of the
Year and Division 1-AA AllAmerican and eventually
setting a school nnd conference single-season record of
1,765 rushing yards.
An Emmitt Smith-like
runner who keeps opponents
from getting a clean hit on '
him if he cannot avoid the
tackle, Cullors' injury problems at Texas Christian may
have been the lone cause for
worry for NFL teams. But
one reasonably healthy season on the ragged Stewart
Stadium turf should have
been enough to disprove
that concern.
Not seeing Okoli get drafted is an even deeper mystery. A 300-pound defensive
tackle, Okoli helped make
the Racer defense among 1AA's best last year, but for
some reason, his awesome
combination of size and
speed was not good enough
for the pros.
What is most curious
about MSU getting shut out
of the <.lrart is that OVC
schools, which the Racers
outscored by n total of 29579, had five players selected.
Adding further insult to
injury is that three players
from Division II national
champion North Alabama
made the cut, while Cullors
and Okoli will have to earn
invitations to try out for a
team to sign on as a free
agent.
It is just a shame that the
players like Cullors and
Okoli , who clearly showed
the potential to make an
impact at the professional
level and proved themselves
as champions on and off the
field, did not get the chance
they deserved.

SPORTS

Phillips 'steels' fencing meet
BY M IKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

Danny Voweli/Photo EdiLor

MSU's josh Miller reached out to put t he touch o n Louisville's
Spencer Cooke In the foil qualifying ro unds of the Spring Steel
Invitational Saturday at the Carr Health Building. Miller, the
eventual seventh seed , defeated Cooke S-0.

Two fencing club members
shone in their last meet as
MSU competitors as Racers
won six of the eight trophies at
the Spring Steel Invitational
Saturday at the Carr Health
Building.
Jim Phillips swept the foil
and epee championships of the
inaugural spring meet, while
head coach Tim Elder and Tim
Adams placed runner-up in the
foil and epee tournaments,
respectively.
Phillips scored 15-13 victories in both finals after gaining
the second seed in the epee
bracket and qualifying for
fourth in foil competition.
The alumnus from Mounds,
Ill. was proud of his accomplishment and hopes the
Spring Steel 1nvitational will
blossom when he returns as an
individual participant, especially as more schools send
fencers to the meet.
"The best way to start a meet

is with small numbers and
then build a reputation,"
Phillips said. "Schools like
(Southeast Missouri State) and
<Southern lllinois) have clubs
our size, and out of this tournament, we have new contacts."
Elder, who beat SEMO's
Michael Sparks 15-9 in the foil
semifinals to guarantee a
Racer foil champion, also
thinks MSU's spring meet, like
the Racer's Edge Invitational
in the fall, will develop much
like the fencing club has in
attracting more competition.
"It (the club) is definitely
going to be very strong," said
Elder, who will vacate the
coaching post he has held since
1985 at the end of the semester. "We've got people leaving
for meets at Chattanooga and
LSU this summer, and we'll be
bringing people from there to
future meets."
Phillips won all three bouts
in the epee qualifying· round,
while Elder and Adams went
undefeated in their respective
foil qualifying pools.

Racers sharp in victory
The MSU fencing club, led by Jim Phillips, swept the inaugural Spring
Steel Invitational the Racers held Saturday at the Carr Health Building.
Ph1llips won the fo11 and epee !ornaments, beating teammates nm Elder
and Tim Adams for the respective titles. All competitors are from MSU
unless otherwise noted.

FOIL TOURNAMENT

Sarah Goddard, 1-5; 12·29 (·17) .
13. Spencer Cooke, Louisville, O-

S; 3·25 (-22).

First place
Jim Phillips
Second place
Tim Elder
Third place
Tim Adams
Michael Sparks (Southeast
Missouri State)

EPEE TOURNAMENT
First place
Jim Phillips

Second place
Tim Adams

Third place
Tim Elder
Jeff Smith (independent)

FlnaJ- Phillips del. Elder 15-13.
Semifinals- Phillips del. Adams
15·11 ; Elder del. Sparks 15-9.
Seed&- 1. Adams, 6-0 ; 30·8
(22). 2. Elder, 5-0; 25·11 (14) . 3.
Sparks, 4-1; 23·12 (11). 4. Phillips,
3·2: 21·12 (9). 5. Chris Cummins,
3·3; 25·19 (6). 6. Andy Ulrich, 3-3;
22·20 (2). 7. Josh Miller, 2·3; 1717 (0). 8. Phil Wells, 2-4 ; 23-24 (·
1). 9. David Schneck, 3-3; 17-22 (5). 10. Sam Tratechaud, SEMO,
2-4: 20·27 (-7). 11. Lawrence
Wimsatt, 1-4; 8 ·20 (-12).12.

Final- Phillips del. Adams 15·

13.
Semifinals- Adams det. Smith

15-9; Phillips del. Elder 15·11.
Seeds: 1. Smith, 3·0: 15·6 (9).
2. Phillips, 3-Q; 15·7 (8). 3. Elder,
2·1 : 13·9 (4). 4. Schneck, 2·1 ; 1Q8 (2). 5. Adams, 1-2; 11-13 (-2). 6.
Ulrich, 1-2; 6·12 (-6). 7. ,
Tratechaud, 0-3: 9·15 (·6). 8.
Wells, 0-3: 6-15 (·9).
Mike Ohstrom/Sports Edtlor

Paris qualifies for NIRA championship show
BY M IKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

Jason Paris followed head coach
David Wright's advice to a 'T' at the
Tennessee-Martin
Intercollegiate
Rodeo Show Friday-Sunday in Martin,
Tenn.
Paris went for broke and. it paid off,

as he earned enough points to qualify
for the bareback riding competition at
the National Intercollegiate Rodeo
Association National Championship
Rodeo Show June 9-16 in Bozeman,
Mont.
The senior from Smithland, who
placed third in the average of the
bareback riding event at UT-Martin,

accomplished what he has been aiming for since last fall.
"1 was pretty excited because (qualifying for nationals) was one of the
goals I set at the beginning of the
year," said Paris, who finished second
in the Ozark Region bareback riding
standings. "This is something I expect·
ed myself to do."

Wright, whose squad faltered at
Martin, thinks the team will grow into
a serious contender next s~ason.
"Team-wise, we had a horrible performance," said Wright, whose Racers
finished fifth in the region. "The ones
who were placing all along were
upperclassmen, though, so we can
only improve because we have a young

team and they're all coming back next
year."
Andy Shemwell took second in the
bareback riding short round, Marcus
Reed was fourth in the average and •
third in the short round in bull riding
and Jayma Jo Shoemaker won the
short round and claimed third in the
average in barrel racing at Martin.

Thanks

Seniors
Consider This

Heather Davis
and the social committee
for a wonderful formal!
n• ,
Your sisters in A~ll

e Epsilon Omicron
of
Graduating Seniors! Uncertain about
what comes next? Would you like a little
more time to "sort things out" before pursuing a career? The master's degree can
provide the brtdge between higher
education and the workplace.

welcomes our
raveling Chapter Consultan

Contact your departmental chair or the coordinator
of the graduate studies at 762-6464 for details on
the grad.u ate study programs at Murray S tate.

We hope you have a great visit.

Alpha D elta Pi

Stacy Farmer
Loyally, Your sisters in AMI

FlEE

IAaLEY
DAVIDIIN

~

Enter From Drawing On
April 22·28
May 10
April 29·M;ay $ May 17
May 6·1 2

May 24

May 13·1 9

May 31

~

Grand Prize Drawing
on June 7

Surprise your folks.
When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny
talent of learning through osmosis.) So don't let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revive
with Vivarin•. One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
And it's_j ust as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you're up for it.

Co• ploto rwlos nallaltle at Men GrHfla's laadl• t·
1M p•r•"• •• aeco1Mry,
lte 21 ' "" of ....

••st

~

..... .

SD- -lloo/fftUrO
Use onty as dtected

01995

CoN11mor

...

-

Revive with Viva ri n~

Register at Mer"Y GNffin's Landing NO purchaM neceuary, must b. 21 yean aid
Complete rvl.ii OYOtlable al Players Co11na.

PLAYERS CASINO

-

t~re>

METROPOLIS. ll

1-800-919-5905
Across from Pt1ducat1, KY. where 1·'24
meets ttH~ Ohto Rtver ( [xtt 3 7 }.'t

The Murray State News

SCORECARD
Track
OVC CHAMPIONSHIPS
Friday and Saturday in
Cookeville, Tenn.
• Men- 1. Southeast Missouri
State 190.5. 2. Middle Tennessee
State 169. 3. Tennessee State
112. 4. Eastern Kentucky 86. 5.
Murray State 72.5. 6. Morehead
State 53. 7. Tennessee Tech 19.
Javelin- 4. Mike Claycomb,
163-08. 5. Ryan Rice, 160-0. 9.
Adam Settle, 122-0.5.
High Jump- 6. Claycomb, 6-2.
Long jump- 7. Claycomb, 21-3.
Shot put- 6. Nick Murray, 434.25.
400-meter daah- 8. Anthony
Jett, 51.38.
800-meter run- 4. Jason
McKinney, 1:56.16. 8. Brad
Mason, 1:59.88.
2oo- 7. Gregg Ward, 22.88.
s,ooo- 11. Todd Duff. 17:04.25.
12. Jeremy Clemons, 17:04.72.
13 Chris Ruga, 17:38.34.
Pole vault- 1 Claycomb, 16-6.
3. Shawn Edmonson, 14-0.
Discus- 6. Murray, 127-10.
400.meter relay- 2. Murray
State (Ward, Kirk Smith, Jett, Eric
Calhoun), 43.73.
1,Soo- 1. McKinney, 3:58.06.
7. Jeremy Sobecki, 4:05.80. 11.
Kevin Terry, 4:37.55.
3,ooo-meter steeplechase- 5.
McKinney, 9:51.54.
1,600 relay- 5. Murray State
(Claycomb, Jett, Ward, Calhoun),
3:24.31.

PERSONALS
CARPE DIEM! Seize the Day.
Yakity, Yak, Don't Come Backt
My dearest Joy, I enjoyed our weekend
togethef. 8lld It Is only you that could
mean so much to me I m1ss you and
remember that your ped is the place to
be. Love. Ballnda
To JW, JD, KS, MC, BH, CH, the other
JD, and Dave, you guya are the best, lor
those of you who aren't graduatlog,
good luck next yearl Maybe, I'U come
back to advise/lechnlcal direct for you!
To 6 & B: What does love meat1 to you?
We have ligured out to never trust arryone who alWays tallcs about how honeS1
they are • ActiOns apeak louder than
words! Some decisions are hard to
make, but theta Is atilt lime to Change
your mind, don't let bad timing get In the
way ol what you really want.
Sticlly Side upl

MSU Independents want to thank all
faotJity and UrwerSI!Y atalf who helped
with the Charlel Collins lorum April3rd
Also thanka to campus media and
everyone who attended.
AfA You were all frogged up and stiR
won Froghop. You deserve Ill Your Am
coaches.

Women-1 . Middle Tennessee
State 180. 2. Southeast Missouri
State 161 .5. 3. Eastern Kentucky
127. 4. Tennessee State 79. 5.
Murray State 65. 6. Austin Peay
State 33. 7. Tennessee-Martin
32.5. 8. Tennessee Tech 21.
Javelin- 4. Dawn Miller, 1026. 13. Teressa Powell, 74-0. 14.
Sherry-Ann Thomas, 72·7.
Long Jump;- 9. Memette Forde,
16-11. 14. Dana Bellatr, 15-6.
Shot put- 6. Miller, 4Q-11.5.
10. Powell, 35-4. 13. S. Thomas,
30-8.
400- 3. Felicia Ford, 57.21. 8.
Charlene Shobe, 59.52.
1oo- 6. Forde, 12.97.
800- 1. Charmaine Thomas,
2:12.47.
400-meter hurdles- 3. Phyllis
Jackson, 1:04.39.
2oo- 5. Ford, 26.06.
s,ooo- 11 . Laura Bohanon,
20:49.
Triple jump- 5. Jackson, 34·6.
6. Forde, 34-6.
Discus- 5. Miller, 123-6.5. 11 .
Powell, 103-7. 17. S. Thomas,
80·4.
400 relay- 5. Murray State
(Shobe, Forde, Jackson, Ford),
49.11 .
1,500-4. C. Thomas, 4:47.07.
8. Renee Haley, 4:56.55. 14.
Ashley Lubbehusen, 5:24.98.
3,ooo- 11 . Jennifer Bottom,
11:53.97.12. Bohanon, 11:54.86.
14. Lubbehusen, 12:25.50.
1,600 relay- 3. Murray State
(Ford, Forde,
Shobe,
C.
Thomas), 3:54.68.

Deitrich lit Cutting Edge, 1304 ChHI·
nut. 753-7132
DIABETICS! FREE SUPPUES HOME
DELIVERY • Must have Medicare or
tnsurence, to qualify muat take Insulin,
Sorry no HMO'e call800·762..8026. Sat·
iSfactlon guaranteed. Mention 2007.
ATTENTION DEFICIT DISORDER •
Natural relief Ia now available. Call 24
hoUrs 800-724-3344. Maximum Enter·
pnsea.
SCOTT ANTIQUE MARKETS • At~ta
Expoa·Atlanta. Georgia, 1·285 at Jones·
boro Road, 2400 boothe May 10..12,
2nd weekend every month Ohio State
Fairgrounds • Cots., Ohio, 1-71, Exit
17th Avenue 1200 booths· May 18 &
19 (814) ~112.
ATTENTION MARRIED WOMEN •
Contestants wanted lor Mrs. Kentucky
Amel1c8tiD pageant For free 1nforrna·
lion, call 800·688-8413. You must ask
for Judy.

ABSOLUTE AUCTION ·Saturday, April
27, 10 a.m. EDT. Um•tone mansion,
139 acree, 13 tracts. Sh~by CO\.I'tty,
KY. Bagdad. For brochure, 800-2'12·
6223. Billy Frank Hamed, Auctlonee(.

FOR SALE

coach's party! • sisters of Af&

EXPERIENCE THE 'M GAMESIIN
ATLANTA, GEORGIA · Student Pack·
ages aVllllable ff0111 only $299t'personl 3
night an Inclusive camplnQ. pacl(ages
with event tickets! Umlted Space! Call
Now! Ear1hbound Adventures 1-800513·4986

I wish I had puke stains on my other
sleeve.

FOR SALE· Almost New Cannon 20Qe
Bubble Jet Pnnter $150.00 534-4340

Congrats! Brian Henson, Matt Garrison,
Jody Owen. and Michael Wade on winnmg the 5th annual Af& Golf ClaSSIC.

For aale. Twin bed. Two years old.
Great cond1tlon Call 753·1763

Congratulations Brandon on Am pteS~
dent. I am very proud of you and support you In every way. I love you, Kalla.
Al:$ coaches, Thanks for a groovy

Vanessa ·Thanks tor cleaning the nasty
cab1nets! EriCa • Don't worry! It's going
to be beau~ lui wllen we're fintShedT You
both are great! Thanks, Katie.

NOTICE
ATTENTION
ALL STUDENTS!tl
GRANTS I SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE! BIUtONS OF$$$ IN PRIVATE
FUNDING. QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY.
1 800 AID·2·HELP (1 800 243-2435).
tltl'tl Look good for

aummer

eu1a,
etylee, color, parma, waxing lor men
and women. Student dlacounte. See

1983 OLOS TORONADO $1200.00.
Call Deitrich at753·7132 or 753-2715
OWN YOUR OWN • Appantl, br1dal,
westemwear, shoe, crystal, {11ft or S1.00
variety store. Include• inventory, fix·
turea, buying trip, training. Minimum
Investment $18,900.00. Call Paul at Uberty Fashions. 501·327·8031 .
WOLFF TANNING BEDS • Tan at
home. Buy direct and save! Commercial
and home unats from $199 00. Low
monthly payments. Free color catalog
Call today 800-842·1305.
TANNING BEDS • Wolff and Sunmea·
ter. Factory direct to public. Eliminate

'

NEWS

Tennis
OVC CHAMPIONSHIPS -

Friday-Monday in Nashville, Tenn.

Men: Firat place- Middle
Tennessee State clef. TennesseeMartin
4-0;
Third
placeTennessee Tech def. Murray State
4-Q; Fifth place- Morehead State
def. Austin Peay State 4-2;
Seventh place- Eastern Kentucky
def. Tennessee State 4-0.
Women: First place- Middle
Tennessee State def. Tennessee '
Tech 5-3; Third place- Southeast
Missouri State def. Murray State 5·
0; Fifth place- Tennessee-Martin
def. Eastern Kentucky 5·4:
Seventh place- Austin Peay
State def. Morehead State 7·1.

Second
round:
MenTennessee-Martin def. Murray
State 4·1. Women- Tennessee
Tech def. Murray Stahl 5-0.
First round: Men- Murray State
def. Eastern Kentucky 4-0.
Women- Murray State def.
Eastern Kentucky 5·2.
MSU AII·OVC selections:
Men- Brad Hawthorne (1-1 sin·
gles, 1-1 doubles), Chris Hayden
(1·1 doubles), Pontus Hiort (1·1
singles, 1-1 doubles), John
Rendina (2·0 singles, 1·1 doubles). Women- Brooke Berryman
(0·1 singles, 1-2 doubles).

Sports Calendar
SATURDAY
Bueball- Morehead State vs. Murray State (2) at 1 p.m. at Reagan
Field
Rugby - Murray State vs. Fort Campbell in Fort Campbell
Track and Field - Murray State Twilight at 1:30 p.m. at Stewart Stadtum
SUNDAY
Bueball- Morehead State vs. Murray State at 1 p.m. at Reagan Field
Volleyball- Grass Volleyball Tournament at 9 a.m. at Cutchin Field
TUESDAY
Baseball - Arkansas State vs. Murray State at 3 p.m. at Reagan Field
WEDNESDAY
Baseball -Cumberland College vs. Murray State at 3 p.m. at Reagan
Field
THURSDAY
Equestrian - NCAA Championship Horse Show in Los Angeles
Mike Ohstrom/Sports Editor

middle man. Save hundreds. Money
back guarantH. Home or commercial.
Easy payments. Free catalog. 800Kup-A·Tan or 800-533-7282.
$555 POOLS POOLS $555 • Free
assembly on new 19x31 family pool dur·
ing earty bird spedal. Includes deck, ftl·
tar, liner, heating deYioe 8lld morel
100% financing. 800-348-2725
TANNING BEDS • Commercial or
home Lotions (tndudlng: Supre, Body
Drench, Nitro. Inferno 8lld Swedish
Beauty) Lampe, parts and s~.tpplles .. CaR
today. Puretan International, Inc. 800·
338-8267.
PALM HARBOR • EnerGmiser home.
Savea you money every day. Free fac·
tory tours, free color lileratute. Can Ms.
B~.800-7~72,ext. 239

COMPLETE DIRECTORY OF KEN·
TUCI<Y NEWSPAPERS • Names,
addreaaes, telephone and lax nurnbet5.
Key personnel, publication dates and
advertising rates. Available from Ken·
tuclty Press Aaaoclation. sso. Call502·
223·882t.
SENSATIONAl SAVINGS ON FURNI·
TUAE - Bob TlrOOerlake. Vestiges and
VICtorian sampler by Lexangton Indus·
trlee. Also, Stenley, Cochrane. la·Z·
Boy, Jaspef Cabinet. Kimball, American
Drew and many 04hers. OUtstanding
craftsmanship lor the creatiVe llfeatyle.
502-465-6713 lrom 9:30-6 (Eon. Town
& Country Furniture, 28 years 10 Campbellsville, Ky.

HELP WANTED
SUMMER CAMP STAFF WANTBD •

Stall needed for 2 Gil1 Scout resident
camps. Bear Creek AQuatic Camp on
Ky. Lake/Camp Pennyroyal near
Owensboro, KY. Positions available:
Waterfront Steff, Boating Staff, Unit
Stall, EMT/Nuraa, Business Mgr. For
more Information contact Kelley Mul·
laney at the Kentucklana Gl11 Scout
Counal (502)838-0900.

G.laxy C.bletrlalon In Wlcldlffe, KY

hu evening ehlft openlnga for FIELD
SERVICE REPRESENTAT1VE8 (Ole·
patctwa), full llrne(1M p.m. Monday-Friday) end part Urne(H p.m. et
314 nlghta uch week and saturday 85). Training acheduled to awt In May
1tM. The Ideal cendldahl ahould
have ex~rlence In dMIIng with
r•ponalblllty, be llble to wort! Independently, be reliable, and adapt well
to a changing wotk environment.
com~r and direct customer expe-

r1ence Ia a plus. Galaxy provlcl• a
good benefit f*:llage, competltm
aalartee, and advancement opportunltle•. Some overtime, travel and
WMirend wortc .,. required. Send

to ~Plett application
et): Galaxy
lon, 1718 1Sar1ow

rMUmM

Road, Wickliffe, KY 42087. E.O.E.
p,...mptoyment
drug
acraen
requlrad.
LOG HOME DEALERSHIP • Excellent
earning potential! Part or full tine. Protected tenilorlea, leads. training. Sel
kits, dry-Ins or turnkeys. Must purchase
or aeH 1 model starting at $19,425.00.
Cal C.T. McFal1and, Southland Log
Homes, 8()()..845-3555.
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED:
Trimdown F'dness, coed camp located
In the Catskill Mountains of NY. All
eports, weter·akiing, canoetng, ropes,
Ufeguarda, crafts, dance, aerobiCs,
nutrition, kitchen, ofllce, 120 pclllitloas
Call Camp Shane. (800) 292·2267
DRIVERS • Solo & teems, $2,000.00
(teams) sign-on. Top teams eam
$104,000+. top trainers eam 70k+,
major beneflta, motel & deadhead pay.
Covenant Transport 8()()..441-4394.
Students calf 800-338-6428.
DRIVERS. EPES HAULING • offers
great pay, new conventionals. top benefits, bonuses. vacations, 8lld mora to
experienced flatbed drivel& Call 800248-6537 or 800·221·9620. Owner
operators welcome!
ATTN. EXPERIENCED TRUCK DAI·
VERS TO OWN! - SO down and 78c all
miles. Ownership possible In 18
rnomtla. Avg. 10.000+ 1111les a month
Company driVers. newer equipment.
CompetitiVe pay and benefits. Call: New
Apple Lines 800-643-8308 or 800-8433384, MadiiOI't, SO. Mon·Fri 8·5 prn
central. Calli
DRIVERS, SINGLES OR TEAMS • ()(()
lease rxogr_am. No money down. Must
meet
requirement. Late model
walk·ln Call Arctlo Exrxess 800·927·

ocr

0431
SCH~RSHIPS AVAILABLE · Now at
over 20 Job Corps Centet5 for young
adutll ages 18-24. Over 100 career
choioea. Free benefits, room and board
800·585·4052.

NEW IMPAOVED PAY PACKAGE •
Offered by ~ TruCking lor regoonal
driver Home every weekend. Pay up to
28¢ with excellent benel1ts. Call 800·
399·3901. EOE.

CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline .......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed on weekends and holidays

Cl:he }VlSU eherpter of the .
National nesidence Hall HonorarJJ
(.NnHH)
would lik.e to congratulate their
officers for the 1996 - 199~ JJet:w:

April 26, 1996

Brooke Berryman and Mike Claycomb are the
Racers of the Week.
Berryman, freshman from Westerville, Ohio, was named
to the All-Ohio Valley Conference Women's Tennis
Tournament Team Monday in Nashville, Tenn. Berryman,
the Lady Racers' third seed in singles and top seed with
Martha Zimmer in doubles play, took a winning streak of
nine singles victories into the OVC tourney before she
and MSU met roadblocks in Tennessee Tech and Southeast
Missouri State, placing fourth in the conference.
Claycomb, senior from Owensboro, gathered 21 of the
fifth place men's track team's 72.5 points at the Ohio
Valley Conference Outdoor Track and Field
Championships Friday and Saturday in Cookeville. Tenn.
Claycomb won the pole vault April 18 at Stewart Stadium,
took fourth in the javelin, placed sixth in the high jump,
leapt to seventh in the long jump and started the Racers'
4x400-meter relay team to fifth.
Mari Little qualified for the NCAA Championship
Horse Show May 2-5 in Los Angeles in three events at the
Zone V Intercollegiate Horse Show April 14 in
Murfreesboro, Tenn. MSU placed fourth at zones, but
Little was the only individual qualifier for nationals, entering in open raining pattern, open stock and open fences.

as ABC 502·245-2269, 888-245·6552
DRIVERS • Solos, Teams, grads.
Industry's top pay to start loaded or
empty. Three ra1ses fil5t year. Benefits.
401K Assigned equipment. 22 COL 'A.'
800-633.()55(), ext. ex·14

DRIVERS, EOE • Don't just take our
wO«< for 11. talk to Maverick Drivers.
They get: Excellent pay package, home
most weekends, quarterly bonuses,
paid Insurance. Maverick Transpona·
lion, Inc. 800·289-1100 .

DRIVERS NEEDED • With flatbed
experlonce by mulli·fleet owner, lease
to Dallas & Mavis. Excellent pay and
work enwonment. Conventional trac·
tors. 800.444-6848.

DRIVER MILES BEYOND THE REST I
• Drive lor a carrier that's going atrong
Outstanding pay, weekly home time,
exceptoonal miles, new 96' fre.ghtlmer
convenllonals, complete benefits. Call
Knight Transportation: 800.489·2990.

DRIVER. CALL AND GET IT • Great
pay and benefits. Late model equipment, generous bonuses. Experienced,
owner operator, Inexperienced, regional
container, dedcated opportunities.
Burlington Motor earners. 800-JOIN·
BMC. EOE.

DRIVERS, PRE-FAB TRANSIT • Is
looking l or OTR flatbed dnvers. St.art up
to 29e per mile, paid benefits, bonuS$5.
plenly of lreighl, ride( ~. Jete
model tiQIItprrlent Must be 23 with 1
year OTR. Call PFT/Aoberson today!
800-473·5581 EOE.

HOME DELIVERY MANAGER • News·
paper ctrculatlon expenence requared.
SWY commeneutallt with expefience.
Send resume to: Marl( Potts, The
Gleaner, P.O. Box 4, Henderson, Ky.
42420.

DRIVERS · $36,000+ yearly, up to 36e
a mile. be horne every 9·t2 days, free
medical, dental, retirement. $1 ,000 larp,
$500 safety bonus. Assigned trae1ors.
Hornady Truck Una 800-648·9664

DRIVERS • Regional flatbed Home
weekends and thru the week. Late
model convenllonals, no east coast,
$32,000+ average annual earnings.
Wabash Valley, 800-24&6305. Phone
appllcettons accepted.

DRIVER EXPERIENCE PAYSI Victory
Express ontroctuces new pey packa$18Eam up to· Singles, 35.5« por 11111e.
Teams, 54 5~ per mile (Including
bonus). Excellent oompany benefits.
Call 800.543-5033 for addltional infor·

matlon.

DRIVERS, PARTIAL TO HOME COOK·
lNG? • CaU PaschaRTruck Lines. Home
time, benefits, no northeast No touch
lrelghl. Teams or singles. Min. 23, 1 yr
OTR. COL wtHazmaL 800-848·0405
EOE.
NEEDED • Pipefitters, Iron Worke15,
Welders, Millwrights, Insulators, Electri·
clans . Health insurance, vacation ,
401K, holidays. E.O.E.. drug 8Creen
Contact: Steve Laverty 800-844·8436
or tax resume to· 316-378·3900 A·Ltlft
Corporation.
TRANSPORTATION TRAINING CEN·
TEAS· Learn to drivelrector trailers. 16
day lraintng program. C.D.L testing on
stte. Housing available, placement
essistence, Nnancial assistance. Call
today! 800-999-4317.
AUTO BUYING CONSULTANTS· The
altematlve vehicle purchase approach.
Save time & money. Invoice pnclng, all
makes and models, hassle lree. Easy

Residence Hall Association would like
to congratulate the winners of the
Campus-Wide Room Decorating Contest
CO-ED HALL CATEGORY
REGENTS HALL

Vanessa Ervin
Katie Thomas

Brian Thornton, President
Paulette Lohmari, Vice President
Lisa Schindler, Secretary/Historian

Sports
Notebook

SAVONS • $7·$15 a hour. Free info
packet. Free shipping Free credit (llCWo
by telephone) Start up hotline 800.
SELL·AVON. Start up rebate, Extra
Income. Residual income. Independent
Representative 800-735-5286.

RATES (Firat 20 Worda)
With MSU I D: 15¢ per word
Without MSU ID: 20e per word
OVer 20 Words
With MSU ID: 1oe per word
Wittlout MSU ID 15¢ per word

FEMALE HALL CATEGORY
SPRINGER HALL

Leigh Mahoney
Valerie Elliot

EXECUTIVES WANTED! - For leading
national franchiSe. Counseling small
bus1nesses. H1gh earntng potentoal,
variety ol backgrounds. Training & support. Investment required General busi·
ness aervlces. Charlie Baker 8()().5836181.
DRIVERS OTR • Transport Amel1ca is
expending and needs OTA·CDL drivers
wllo have 6 months expenence or more.
LatMal pay 26.5·28.5¢ a mile, Great
401K rebrement plan. Regional runs are
avaalable & more. Call Arlie Brown at
60<>-443..0708 lor an interview.

SERVICES
NEED MONEY? Receiving payments
on a settlement? We will buy your future
payments for cash today. Call R & P
Capital Resources at 600-338·5815.
Fast cios1ngs.

carriage, cabins, jacuzzt, ordained min·
lsters. No test or wait1ng Heartland 800.
446-8697 (VOWS)
ROMANTIC CANDLELIGHT WED·
DINGS • Smoky Mountains, ordained
ministet5, elegant ct\al)81, photographs.
norals, VIdeos, recept1ons, honeymoon
cabins, fireplaces, secluded, kltcMns,
;scuzzis, special packages. No walling
or blood tesl Gatlinburg, Tennessee
800.933·7-404 or 800-WED-RINO.
MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN· Be married
in our magnificent mounta1ntop chapel
surrounded by trees & awesome VIews
ol tha Smokiest Pigeon Forget For
reservations 800·729-4365.
ATTENTION· GET MARRIED IN THE
SMOKY MOUNTAINS • Weddings start
at $99.00. We offer evQfYthing ff0111 the
tux to the kmo. No waning. ord~
mtnlster 800-6Hh'l397,
BEAUTIFUL AFFORDABLE WED·
DINGS • Smoky Mountains. areas
newest wedding chapels, elegant white
chapel or cedar mounta1n top chapel,
complete arrangements, Christian ser·
vices, no test O{ wa1bng. 800-893·7274.

FOR RENT
2 BR Brick Duplex; 14mo. lease, no
pets: $345 1mo; available mid·May. Call
753-6931 or 753-6989.
New 4 Br Duplex 2 112 bath, apphances,
garage, WID. Available May 1 $700 mo.
12 mo lease. New 3 Br Duplex; 2 bath,
appliances, garage, W!O hookup. Avail·
able May t $670 mo, 12 mo lease. 4 Br
House redecorated. 2 bath, new appliances, W!O hookup in county. S565 mo
Now available. Deposrt required ; No
Pets, 753·4937, 436·2741 nights
PANAMA CITY BEACH· Honzon South
II, 1,2 or 3 bedroom fully equipped condominiums, 3 pools, jacuzzi, tennis &
more. Dally, weekly, monthly. 8()()..334.
4010.
PANAMA CITY BEACH • Sandpiper·
Beacon, $39 (1·2 persons. some
restrictJons), beactlfront, restaurant, 3
pools, hot tub, kitchens, su1tes up to 10
people. Tiki bar. 800.488·8828

MOBILE HOME LOANS • 5% down,
refinanotng, equ1ty loan Free sellet5
package, land or home loans. Green
Tree Financial 800-895-1900. Nation's
lead1ng mobile homelenc18f.A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT - Old·Fashtoned
Wedding, Smoky Mountain near Gatlinburg, overlooking river, horse-drawn

NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE
PHONE!
Ads may be mailed along with payment to:

Claaslfleda Department, The Murray State News
2609 University Station, Murray, Kentucky 42071·

Advertise in
The Murray
State News
INDEX
PERSONALS

ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SAlE

HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
RIDES

MISC
NOTICE

f'ongratulations to the O.fficers
t~t' the

Residential ('ol/ege
Association (R(~4)

.f'or the /996-9 7 year:
President:

Jenny Myers
Vice President for Programming:

Christy Sivia
Vice President for Administration:

Aimee Berliner
NACURH Communications Coordinator (NCC):

~ -

I

MALE HALL CATEGORY
FRANKLIN HALL

Jason Sykes

B.J. Earley
Brandon Vaughn

The Organization formerly known as Residence Hall
Association (RHA).

IThe MWTay State News
President Ker n Alexander, who
believes t he results released by
Continued from Page 1
the CHE may not be wholly
CHE, Murray State did main- reliable.
"I'm not s ure of the totality
tain the third smallest number
and
accuracy of those reports
of crimes per 100 students. I n
because
that report may be
a ddition, the University ranked
simply
a
measure of efficiency
low in the number of robbery,
of
the
police
system on camburglary, auto thefts, liquor
Alexander
said .
pus,"
and drug crimes.
Green said other universities
"In my own mind, I know
a re hurting themselves by not
ther e are more offenses out
reporting a n campus crimes,
there than what's being report·
but noted a philosophy he has
ed," Green said.
toward MSU students.
He acknowledged while over"If you can give a student a
all crime rates were down in break, you give them a break,"
1993, increases have been seen he said ..
since then.
He said if a student is found
"It (crime) hasn't been that sligh tly intoxicated by a membad, but its going to be up in ber of Racer Patrol, they will
1996," Green said, referring to h elp t hem to the residence
84 thefts by unlawful taking halls or get a friend to take
that had been reported by them back .
March 31 since the beginning
"This is a learning environof t he school year.
ment, and we have developed a
Many still praise the safety of good rapport with our stut he campus.
dents," Green said.
"We have prided ourselves on
A safety committee chaired
having a safe environment here by Don Robertson, vice presiat
Murray State," said dent ·or student affairs, took a

CRIME

semester tour of the campus to
determine lighting needs and
repair s last Tuesday. Major
committee findings included
lighting needs in front of
Wilson Hall and Stewart
Stadium. In addition, lighting
at the basketba ll courts behind
S pringer will be shut off at 6
a.m. rather than 1 a.m.
According to figures obtained
for 1994 a nd 1995 from Public
Safety, the cases of burglary
fell from 18 to 12 cases. By
Ma rch 31, six cases had already
been reported for the 1996
year. Sex crimes including
attempted ra pe, rape, sexual
abuse and sodomy fell from 10
cases in 1994 to no reports in
1995 a nd 1996 so far. Assaults
rose from nine to eleven cases
a nd four cases ha ve been
reported in 1996.
"We a re very much concerned
a bout all the crimes, and certa inly
the
sex cr1mes,"
Alexander said. "One crime whether it's a burglary or particula rly a sex crime is obnoxious to this academic setting."

f . . . . . . . . .i
•

Continued from Page 1
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grass, usage has to be limited
due to damage to the field.
"Everybody wins in this
deal," said Head Coach
Houston Nutt. "Our students,
our band, our track team, our
faculty -it's a big plus."
West said after looking at
other universities with grass
he was turned off by the idea.
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RHA Awards:

•

18 Excili11g llolcs 110-200 Yunls
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Angel Award:

•

D r. Frank Julian Outstanding Residence Hall L e ader Award:
Camisha Pierce, Regents Hall President and NRJm President
Brian Thronton, Franklin Hall President, NlUlli Vice President, NCC

•
e
'

•
'

•'

'

i

Han

e
'

Intellectual Dimension
1st - "13 the Grass Greener"' LaKeshia Hamilton, Regents Hall
2nd • "Residential Colleges: The Rea l Story" Amy Gill, Laura Alvey,
Heather Bennett, Elizabeth Hall
3rd - "Ultimate Party or the Year" Delissa Zickefoose and Kim Caron,
Regents Hall

,.

,

1

~ :t

•

,

e
'

_

~
,

.,

Community Service
let • "Thanks Easter Bunny" Myka Piatt, Springer Hall
.
2nd • "Reduce, Reuse, Recycle" Julie Buckman, Elizabeth Hall
Srd • "Neccesities Drive" Therese Collins, Clark JWI

•
'

•
'

Special Focus Program Wmner:
"Health and Fitness" J enni Eckart and Kim Caron, Regents Hall

.,

.,
'
•

Hall Council Program Awards (Program of the Year):
Social Dimension
1st - "Meet the Team" Elizabeth Hall Council
2nd - "Valentine Party" College Courts Council
3rd • "Campus Picnic" Franklin Hall Council

.,

,.

Occupational Dimension
let · "Interviewing Skills" Elizabeth Hall Council
.,

Spiritual Dimension
1st - "What are You Thankful For" Clark Hall Council
2nd - Charity Fundraiser" Elizabeth Hall Council

•'

.,

Physical Dimension
1st • "Walleyball" Springer Hall Council
2nd . "Homecoming 1995" Richmond Hall Council

,.

•

Intellectual Dimension
1st • "ReeidentiaJ College Forum" Springer Hall Council

,.

e

Emotional Dimension
1st · "What are You Thankful For" Elizabeth Hall Council
2nd - "Blue and Gold Contest" Springer & Richmond Hall Councils

e

'

Gr e at Gifts!
Graduation - Mother's Day
Wedding - Farewell
Thank You- Birthday
(Somethit~gfor

'

A11y & All Occasions)

•

Quality Merchandise
Reasonably Priced

Fear "

e

•

753-0819

{R)

'

'

Emotional Dimension
1st - "In Remembrance or the Victims" Zelia Henderson, Hester Hall
1st . "Open Mic' Night" Todd Little, Richmond Hall
2nd · "I am Me and I am OK" Jenni ECkart, Regents Hall
3rd ·"Pizza for the Broken Heart" Amanda Alvey, White Hall

.,

e

;

• ulr

'

Available oD campua

"Prim ~l

•

Physical Dimension
1st ...Snap the Whip" Nick Cheesman and Therese Collins, Clark Hall
2nd · "Let's Go Hiking" Tessa Payne, Springer Hall and Joe Kissel,
Franklin Hall
3rd - "Nutrition and You" Jenni Eckart, Regents Hall

.,

Do it for your future.

'""""'' bher4 a-.

•'

2nd • ..Campus Diversity Discussion" Charles Buntyn, Hart Hall and
Vlktor Kerney, Richmond Hall
3rd • "How to Beat the Red and Green Blues" Sandi Dykes, Regent. Hall

e

call 762·3779

Christy Sivia, Elizabeth Hall

sr;;~;;;;.;b:~::::::~:::belli

e

Are you looking for a job
that pays well? Here are the
facts. Only nine percent or
the work force hold advanced
degrees (masters and above).
But those people hold 36 percent
$100,000 per year.
If the amount of money you can earn makes a
difference to you, consider staying in college. An
advanced degree can make a big difference in your
future earning power.
To find out more about graduate study a t Mu rray
State University, contact your advisor.

•
'

Occupational Dimension
1st • "Residential College Coed Slumber Party" Amy Wheat, Julie
Buckman, Paulette Lohman, and Trlsha 'Arizona' Radack,
Elizabeth Hall
2nd - "How to Surf the Net" Rob Craig, Regents Hall

e

'

Just.Eor
senJors

.,

RA Program Awards (Program of the Year):
Social Dimension
1st • "80's Dance" Ron Ruggles, White Staff, White Council
2nd • "Create Your Own Masterpiece" 7..ella Henderson, Hester Hall
3rd • "Cappuchino with FRIENDS" Nicole Ruessler, Springer Hall

i

"The main problem 1 saw was
Colt LL·~-.lllb S20 !I'C,.\ \kmh'l-.. l1111111\ 11r I, 1111 -.;ulll\ c1ni
that the school is losing the
stadium's multi-purpose uses,"
$/ t~[fgo(/fees with this ad at .\"ulli rau \ (hpin·, :'-1111
West said. "We have a lot of
commitments to other things . . - - - - - -- - -- - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - .
a nd that stadium is needed to
house th o~e events."

•
'

Bill Benriter, Director of Food Senices

Outstan dil)g Freshman Leader Award:

'

llolt·, ..........;,:; IS
Dri' ing l~a n gl', .. ,....... ~
1-l olt·,......... ~X
\I i niat un· (;oiL. ...... '~
Soft hall & Baw hall Ball in:.: ( 'agt·,, .... :'lk

.,

Best Attendance • Steve Stroud, Hart Hall
Most Outstanding Freshman • Terry Duncan, Franklin Hall
Most Active Representative · Aimee Berliner, Springer Hall
Beat Contribution in First Year Service • Christy Sivia, Elizabeth Hall
Best Overall Representative • Jenny Myers, Clar k Hall

~

Pa r J (; u lf ( 'o ur ... l ·

'J

•

Th e MSU Chapter of
'
•
the National Residence Hall Honorary
•
'
and the MSU Housing Office
'
• would like t o congratulate the w inner's •
from our Awards and Recognition Banquet! '

'

TURF

131

NEWS

Apri1 26, 19%

'

e

'

Programmer of the Year:
Zella Henderson, Hester Hall RA
Therese Collins, Clark Hall RA
Ron Ruggles, White Hall RA

.,
'

RA's RA Award: Nick Cheesman, Clark Hall RA

.,

.....,...,,.. n.•AJ.,.,...

'

Hall Council of the Year: Springer Hall Council

o-w....._ a u.._ w.,...

"Celtic Pride"
(l'(l.IJ)

.,

kitchen & home

e

i

The charming yellow cottage at

"The Sub&titute"

408 S . 12th St. in Murray
753. 0545

(RJ

llut• Aprill4

Starrh'll ~ fllf'\1~ M~rtln

"Sgt. Bilko"
CPC::l
•DAitC:AtN MATIN£E·~

llatunl•y A Sunday
•MSIJ NIGil'fS:
Tue.,lay A We<tn..d•y

(atld dotz't forget our
delicious gou1..1net gift baskets.)

RA of the Year: J enni Eckart, Regents Hall

.,

NRHH New Inductees:
Aimee Berliner
Jessica Higdon
Sean Byrd
Dave Blackburn, Honorary Member

e
'

'

i

•

•

NRHH Outstanding Leade rship Service P in: HeotherFletcber, Regents Hall

' Congratulations to our Graduating Staff! We would like t o '
• thank all of our staff members for their hard work this •
year a n d say goodbye to our departing staff members.
'
'
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BIG
DAYS

PLAZA
JOIN ALL TIIE MERCHANTS IN

STOREWIDE

MURRAY'S UNIVERSITY PLAZA

.

FOR THEIR ANNUAL SPRING

SALE

SIDEWALK
SALE
3 BIG DAYS
FRI., SAT. & SUN.

STOREWIDE
SAVINGS OF

2

TO

7

INSIDE & OUTSIDE
Friday & Saturday Only

.

1 iltl•1 ·iiiiiiiJI~IS.
1

for a ctrang~

Open •sunday 1:00-5:00 •Monday-Friday 9:00-6:00
•saturday 9:00-5:00

Dennison-Hunt's Annual
Garage Sale
•Closeouts •Discontinued Items •Odd Sizes

All Items Way
Below Cost!

Everything Throughout
The Store!
Murray,
Kentucky
753-8844

1203
Chestnut
Street

l

